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December 2020

Dear Allies, 

Connected and adaptive. Two characteristics that we at the Alliance for Early Success work to create in 

our network of early childhood policy allies, and two characteristics that were core to surviving 2020. 

As advocates for better policies, none of us know when a door will suddenly open or close, so while we 

pursue long-term strategies, we must also be ready for the unexpected. 

And 2020 was the year of the unexpected. Sure, we knew a contentious election cycle was ahead. But as 

we prepared for this year, none of us expected a pandemic that would upend child care, schools, health 

care, and family economic stability.

But because we have spent years investing in connectedness, many of our network allies were better 

equipped to adapt. They relied on each other—in listserv posts, Zoom conferences, and good old phone 

calls—drawing on the collective brain trust of the Alliance network to navigate in unchartered waters. And 

back at Alliance HQ, we adapted as well, focusing on real-time information sharing as the crisis unfolded, 

cataloging that information on a COVID resource page, and releasing grantees from their grant reporting 

requirements so they could best leverage our support as they triaged. 

In this first-ever Alliance 50-state progress report, you’ll see the immediate policy wins states were able 

to achieve—as well as the evolution and trajectory of each state’s early childhood policy climate. 

There were real wins for young children in 2020 even though budgets were slashed, and legislatures 

adjourned early. In this year when so many eyes were on the federal pandemic response and presidential 

election, it became clearer than ever that state government is where so many of the crucial early 

childhood decisions are made.

In each state, you’ll also see the changing early childhood policy landscape that our whole network—

grantees, their partners, national organizations, researchers, our investors—have worked to shape. If you 

are part of our community, thank you for a year unlike any other pushing for those state policies. If you 

are new to the Alliance for Early Success, we hope you’ll use this report to understand the state early 

childhood policy landscape and join us in creating a nation where every child, in every state, has what they 

need in the early years to realize their full potential for a lifetime.

  

Sincerely, 

Helene Stebbins, Executive Director 
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In its 15-year history, the Alliance for Early Success has 
become the trusted, 50-state resource on early childhood 
advocacy and policy expertise for state-level advocates.

Every Child. 
Every State. 

Across the country, investors who are focused on thriving 

children and families are increasingly looking for high-

potential “big bets”— the strategic investments that not 

only make a difference for families, but also unlock the 

additional sustained investment necessary to make big, 

lasting change. 

The Alliance for Early Success was created to do just 

that. And today we operate a powerful community of 

early childhood policy allies that accelerates and amplifies 

their effectiveness — so they, in return, win state actions 

that ensure each and every young child in their state will 

• The Alliance connects state policy advocates with their counterparts in other states, so they 

can share strategies, exchange resources, learn from each other’s wins and losses, and avoid 

reinventing the wheel.

• The Alliance connects them with national experts for research and technical assistance  —and we 

commission new research and resources when what our state advocates need doesn’t exist.

• The Alliance makes highly flexible and responsive grants that help our state allies build capacity 

and expand their networks. 

• The Alliance convenes communities of practice on specific topics or strategies in order to push 

the leading edge on state policy advocacy in areas such as home visiting and the early learning 

workforce.

• The Alliance collaborates with state policy advocates to center racial equity in their work and 

ensure their early childhood policy agenda addresses structural racism and racial disparity. 

thrive. We know that when investors invest in state-level 

policy priorities for early childhood, they leverage limited 

available funds to deliver exponential impact.

Founded in 2005 to ensure impact-focused collaboration 

in the early childhood policy world, the Alliance for Early 

Success has since grown into a crucial, 50-state resource 

for the in-state advocates fighting for structural, lasting 

change in early childhood impact and outcomes. We 

leverage funds from investors and direct a pooled fund 

that we deploy to unlock the potential of as many kids 

as possible.

It’s a model that has proven extraordinarily effective, and one that 
continues to leverage philanthropic investment for exponential returns 

for children from birth through age eight.
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When COVID-19 dealt a blow to proposed appropriations and 
promising legislation, the Alliance for Early Success became 
the hub for state advocates planning to pivot, adapt, and 
continue to advance their early childhood agendas. 

A Year of Rapid Response 

As COVID-19 hit, state governments had few precedents 

or plans to draw on, so their responses varied widely 

when it came to child care, schools, the definitions of 

“essential,” and countless other issues. Advocates began 

to face a mounting wave of executive orders. Regulations 

were added. Regulations were suspended. Relief funding 

was allocated with different scales and priorities. State 

allies turned to the Alliance — and our channels for peer-

to-peer learning — for intelligence about other states and 

strategies for the new uncharted waters. 

The Alliance listserv activity surged (so much so that 

it crashed on March 17), and subscribership grew 

by hundreds. We started cataloging these shares 

on a deep new COVID-19 section on our site, traffic 

to which dwarfed past accesses. We began a highly 

attended weekly call series to update the field on the 

latest developments. 

COVID-19 and the ensuing recession decimated state 

budgets, derailed legislative sessions, and distracted 

policymakers. Before the pandemic, state fiscal 

conditions were strong following a decade of revenue 

growth and strengthening reserves. Many states had 

sizable budget surpluses, and their leaders were planning 

to invest in key priorities, like young children, and save 

money for a future economic downturn. Leading up to 

2020, Alliance allies and their fellow advocates had laid 

the foundation for budgetary, statutory, and regulatory 

progress for young children.

Pre-pandemic, we were on track to receive 

not only a rate increase in the state’s pre-k 

program, but also a major expansion in the 

program. The pandemic wreaked havoc on 

the budget and ended those dreams. We were 

extremely lucky to get the rate increase. That 

was due to the strong support for pre-k, which 

we had built up before going into the session” 

Rachel Canter, Executive Director

Mississippi First   
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No state or advocacy organization could have prepared 

for the fallout of COVID-19. 

State early childhood advocates scrambled to protect 

past funding achievements and influence their state’s 

response to the pandemic, including state priorities for 

spending millions of dollars of new federal relief funds. 

In the midst of the pandemic and while responding to 

daily crises, allies continued to promote and ultimately 

achieved many of their original goals for 2020. However, 

allies did experience setbacks and delays in advancing 

their agendas in 2020. For example, several states such 

as Kentucky, Maryland, South Carolina, and Virginia were 

on the cusp of celebrating landmark policy reforms and 

significant funding for early childhood but were unable to 

cross the finish line because of the pandemic. 

The economic crises brought on by the coronavirus halted 

sessions, and bills abruptly died. During special sessions 

called later in the year, governors vetoed legislation that 

had passed in both chambers, and legislatures slashed 

proposed budgets. This quick shift required simultaneous 

and savvy legislative, administrative, and media advocacy. 

The quick action and willingness to share best practices 

with each other across states helped mitigate the toll of 

the pandemic on the nation’s youngest children.

The early childhood policy community 
continued progress on numerous 
issues despite COVID-19 and the 
related economic crisis, including 
protecting child care and addressing 
racial disparities. While COVID-19 dealt 
a blow to proposed appropriations 
and promising legislation, allies 
adapted to advance their original 
policy agendas. 

Through the remainder of the year, the Alliance continued 

to support advocates with intense personalized technical 

assistance tailored to their states, peer-to-peer learning 

channels, and access to expertise. The Alliance convened 

two work groups of state advocates and national experts—

one focused on reopening (“Open Strong”) and the other 

on building the entire child-care system back stronger. 

The “Build Stronger” workgroup’s recommendations are 

already serving as a policy template in state advocacy.

https://earlysuccess.org/
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The Alliance is working to ensure that every child in every 
state has what they need in the early years to realize their full 
potential for a lifetime. That means pursuing incremental 
wins every year—and building the momentum and capacity 
for even bigger gains in the future. 

The Alliance’s new annual 50-state policy progress report is designed 

to help us—the broader early childhood policy community—better 

understand the context of state landscapes and advocacy strategies.

Early Childhood Policy 
Progress at the State Level

State policy environments are important. While essential early childhood funding comes from 

federal sources (especially during a crisis), state policymakers and agencies make the bulk of 

the decisions that expand and govern crucial supports for young children and their families. 

State policy environments are also different. Different sizes, population densities, and power 

dynamics mean that advocates in each state are crafting and pursuing strategies tailored to 

their states. Which means, for example, a pre-k expansion in one state might be a modest 

incremental gain — and in another state the same expansion might be a turning point based 

on years of advocacy. 

The purpose of this report is to paint a picture of the 

early childhood policy landscape in each state—the 

political climate, state revenue generated, percent of 

low-income young children, early childhood advocacy 

organizations, their policy agenda, and any progress that 

occurred. You can view these snapshots in the “State-by-

State Landscape and Policy Progress” section.

To produce these state pages, the Alliance for Early 

Success administered an online survey to its state allies 

in summer 2020 to capture progress achieved during the 

recently completed legislative session. To complement 

the survey data, the Alliance contracted with Frontera 

Strategy to qualitatively organize, code, and analyze 

each state’s policy wins and key defensive plays by issue 

area and type of play. Frontera analyzed other data 

sources in addition to the online survey data, including 

grant reports submitted to the Alliance for Early Success 

by its state allies, and data and reports provided by 

the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL), 

the National Association of State Budget Officers, the 

National Center for Children in Poverty, and KIDS COUNT 

Data Center from the Annie E. Casey Foundation. 

Frontera also questioned state allies via email and phone 

about achievements in 2020.

This resulting report is an 
informative and actionable 
snapshot of states’ policy     
priorities and progress in 2020.

2020
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Colorado Wins $250 Million in New Revenue for Preschool

In perhaps the biggest win of the year, Coloradans voted for a tax increase that will pave the 

way for universal preschool in the state. The ballot measure increases the tax on tobacco and 

institutes a new tax on nicotine vaping products. The bill is estimated to generate roughly $250 

million annually for preschool funding once fully implemented. Advocates for early childhood 

policy in Colorado, including our allies at Colorado Children’s Campaign, Clayton Early 

Learning, Council for a Strong America, and many others, were instrumental in getting this 

measure on the ballot and building awareness and support for the bill.

Idaho Wins an Appropriation for Home Visiting

Early childhood advocates in Idaho won an increase in the state’s investment in home visiting 

and successfully pushed for Idaho to allow Medicaid billing of home visiting services. Home 

visiting programs are now able to better utilize virtual visits to reach new parents and pregnant 

women isolated during the pandemic and in financial crisis.

Michigan Creates New Requirement for Implicit Bias Training 

Alliance allies in Michigan helped persuade the governor to highlight racial disparities in 

maternal and infant health in the State of the State address. The governor went on to issue an 

executive directive to require the Department of Regulatory Affairs to develop rules to include 

implicit bias training for registration and renewal of health professional licenses. 

Texas Defeats Cuts to Early Intervention

Advocates in Texas have successfully defeated proposed cuts to Early Childhood Intervention  

respite care services. Restoring these funds will ensure that the 2,000 families that use these 

services annually still have access to assistance during a time of increased need due to the 

stresses of COVID-19. The cuts were part of the governor’s call for all departments to cut 

spending by 5 percent from their current-year budgets (with some exceptions). Texans Care for 

Children worked with advocates including Disability Rights Texas, Easter Seals of Central Texas, 

Coalition for Texans with Disabilities, and other allies to spotlight, and ultimately stop, the cuts.

Utah Wins Expansion of Full-Day Kindergarten

Advocates in Utah helped secure an additional $5 million in funding for full-day kindergarten in 

the state. The new funding will provide access for nearly 3,000 more Utah children, a 6 percent 

increase. Though the funding increase was threatened during significant cuts to the state 

budget in a special legislative session, advocates won the fight to preserve the funding, 

helping districts meet the growing demand for full-day kindergarten in the state.
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• Allies in Alabama helped secure a $6 million increase 

in pre-k funding.

• Advocates in Connecticut ensured that displaced workers in job 

training are eligible for child care assistance.

• Advocates in California protected the Black Infant Health Program 

from millions in cuts.

• Thanks to the hard work of Alliance allies and their partners, 

Delaware Health and Social Services is now legislatively required   

to conduct a cost of care study for the first time.

• Alliance allies in Florida successfully advocated for an additional 

$9.9 million in pre-k funding for the 2020-2021 school year.

• In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Alliance allies in Texas 

worked with state agencies to implement rules and policies and 

increase funding for child care providers in the subsidy system. 

There were numerous 
additional examples of 
state advocates delivering 
on their agendas in the 
face of the pandemic.

In 2020, state early childhood policy advocates achieved 

more than 300 distinct state-level policy wins. Legislative 

wins, or bills that became laws, accounted for 33 percent 

of these successes. New or increased state appropriations 

accounted for 28 percent of the wins, and executive 

orders and administrative changes via governors and 

state agencies made up 27 percent Key defensive 

actions—in which advocates protected legislations or 

defeated detrimental legislation—accounted for 11 

percent of all policy wins. 

Data Analysis

Frontera Strategy qualitatively organized, coded, and 

analyzed each state’s policy wins and key defensive 

plays by issue area and type of play. Using SPSS and 

descriptive data analytical techniques, Frontera examined 

these data across all states and D.C. with win and state as 

the units of analysis.

For detailed data definitions, see Figure 1: Issue Areas 

Used in Analysis and Figure 2: Types of Wins and 

Achievements Used in Analysis.

Limitations and Caveats

The timing of legislative sessions affects the findings. In 

2020, legislative sessions occurred in all but four states 

(Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, Texas). Nevada held 

two brief special sessions in July and August. 

Data included in this report offer a snapshot of a point in 

time for states and do not reflect all budget adjustments 

made after state budgets were enacted. States run on 

different budget cycles. Thirty states operate on an 

annual budget cycle, while 20 operate on a two-year 

budget cycle. Among the 20 states that operate on 

a biennial cycle, governors in Kentucky, Virginia, and 

Wyoming recommended fiscal 2021-2022 budgets. 

Sixteen states with biennial budgets passed a two-

year budget for fiscal 2020 and 2021 during the 2019 

legislative sessions, though a few of these states enacted 

supplemental appropriations and other budgetary 

changes in 2020 sessions. Arkansas, which is considered 

to have a biennial budget, enacts appropriations 

before each fiscal year (Vesey White, et al., 2020). 

Due to the timing of sessions and budgets, some 

budgets, such as the budget of Massachusetts, were 

not finalized by November 2020. For FY2019-FY2020 

state appropriations, Frontera Strategy relied heavily 

on data published by the NCSL. The report describes 

findings from a survey in which 24 states responded.}

For FY2020-FY2021 state appropriations, Frontera relied 

on reports by Alliance allies, which often did describe 

their responses to the pandemic and its effect on state 

budgets.

Each state’s summary shows the “Estimated Fiscal Year 

2020 State General Fund Expenditures,” which are 

considered the most important elements in determining 

the fiscal health of states. These 2020 estimates do not 

reflect changes made after the pandemic began (Vesey 

White, et al., 2020).

The advocacy and policy priorities for each state, 

described in each state’s summary, do not include 

descriptions of new goals developed after COVID-19 

forced state advocates to pivot to crisis response. 
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 FIGURE 1: ISSUE AREAS USED IN ANALYSIS

ISSUE DESCRIPTION

CARES Act Federal COVID-19 response funds, including increases to state allocations for the Child Care and 
Development Block Grant (CCDBG)

Child care In-home, Family, Friends, and Neighbor (FFN), or center-based care for young children, generally birth to 
four (excludes CARES Act funding for purposes of this report)

Child care workforce Training, compensation, and other supports for educators in child care settings (excludes CARES Act 
funding for purposes of this report)

Child welfare Child abuse prevention, foster care

COVID-19 response Responses to COVID-19 benefitting young children (excludes CARES Act funding for purposes 
of this report)

Early intervention Services and supports for infants and young children with developmental delays and disabilities and their 
families. May include speech therapy, physical therapy, and other types of services based on the needs of 
the child and family

Home visiting Parent support programs inside the home, when possible

Infant and child health Breastfeeding, immunizations, nutrition, health screening, COVID-19, health care coverage

K-3rd grade Issues related to kindergarten through third grade

Maternal health Maternal morbidity and mortality, health coverage and mental and physical health among pregnant and 
postpartum women

Paid medical and 
family leave

Paid time off work for child birth, to care for infant or ill family member, or to provide self-care of own 
serious illness or disability

Preschool and pre-k Public school-funded education for 3- and 4-year-olds

Racial Equity Policies designed to reduce racial disparities

Other Federal funds, TANF, Preschool Development Grant, Head Start, ECE unspecified

FIGURE 2: TYPE OF WINS AND ACHIEVEMENTS USED IN ANALYSIS

ACHIEVEMENTS DESCRIPTION

State appropriation New or additional state funds allocated by formal action to government agencies for specific 
use. For the purposes of this report, D.C. is considered a state, and its local appropriations are 
considered "state" appropriations.

Bill passed into law Legislative action that became law

Executive order or administrative 
change (or proviso)

Action taken by state agencies or at the direction of the executive office

Key defensive plays Killing of bad bills, prevention of harmful executive order or administrative change, or 
protection of existing funding

Other Ballot initiatives, implementation of policy, creation of caucus, municipal appropriations 
(excludes D.C.)
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FIGURE 3: NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF STATE-LEVEL WINS BY ISSUE
 AMONG 50 STATES AND WASHINGTON, D.C., 2020

BUDGET
WINS 

LEGISLATIVE 
WINS

EXEC OR 
ADMIN WINS

KEY 
DEFENSIVE 

PLAYS
TOTAL

N % N % N % N % N %

Child care* 20 23% 26 26% 19 23% 8 24% 73 24%

CARES Act 0 0% 8 8% 44 53% 0 0% 52 17%

Preschool and pre-k 22 26% 11 11% 6 7% 11 32% 50 16%

Infant and child health 6 7% 28 28% 8 10% 2 6% 44 14%

Child care workforce* 3 3% 14 14% 5 6% 2 6% 24 8%

Maternal health 5 6% 14 14% 1 1% 4 12% 24 8%

Home visiting 15 17% 1 1% 1 1% 4 12% 21 7%

COVID-19* 2 2% 7 7% 8 10% 1 3% 18 6%

Racial equity 1 1% 6 6% 4 5% 2 6% 13 4%

Child welfare 0 0% 9 9% 1 1% 2 6% 12 4%

Early intervention 8 9% 0 0% 3 4% 1 3% 12 4%

Kindergarten through 3rd grade 1 1% 5 5% 2 2% 0 0% 8 3%

Paid medical and family leave 0 0% 4 4% 0 0% 1 3% 5 2%

Other 8 9% 1 1% 4 5% 6 18% 19 6%

TOTAL** 86 - 101 - 83 - 34 - 304 -

* Excludes wins associated with the CARES Act

** Sum of numbers and percentages does not equal 100 percent because some wins and defensive actions covered more than one issue area.

- N/A 

Looking at states, 80 percent of all states and the District of Columbia 

successfully advocated for an executive order or administrative change. 

Seventy-five percent passed a bill into law. 69 percent secured a state 

(or D.C.) appropriation, and 45 percent celebrated a key defensive action. 
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• Across all state-level wins, the most addressed issues

were child care (24 percent), the effective use of

CARES Act funding (17 percent), preschool and pre-k

(16 percent), and infant and child health (14 percent)

(Figures 3 and 4).

• Looking specifically at state appropriations, preschool

and pre-k (26 percent), child care (23 percent), and home

visiting (17 percent) were the issues most likely to receive

additional funding (Figure 3).

• Regarding legislative wins, allies of the Alliance saw the

most success passing bills related to infant and child

health (28 percent) and child care (26 percent)(Figure 3).

• Not surprisingly given gubernatorial and state agency

control of federal pandemic stimulus funds, CARES Act

funding was addressed in over half (53 percent) of the

83 successful executive or administrative changes. Allies

stepped up in a moment of crisis, and they won (Figure

3).

• Finally, in a year with much to defend, preschool and

pre-k (32 percent) and child care (24 percent) were the

issues most in need of defense from budget cuts in 2020

(Figure 3).

“If you want to make good on the great American promise of equal opportunity, you 

need a 50-state strategy to change public policies affecting families with children from 

birth through age eight. The Alliance for Early Success is that 50-state strategy.”

Michael Burke, Vice President, Buffett Early Childhood Fund

Figure 4: 2020 Actions Reported by Issue Area
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It is no surprise that child care tops the list. As child care centers across the country closed their doors because of COVID-19, 

the very survival of the child care system became a top priority. State-level advocates refocused on ensuring access to child 

care for essential workers at all income levels. Advocates also achieved successes beyond immediate crisis responses.
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TOTAL NUMBER OF
LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN 
LOW-INCOME 0-8

LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8 DISAGGREGATED BY RACE
POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP BELOW 200 PERCENT FPL 

CHILDREN IN POVERTY
BIRTH THROUGH AGE 8

2020 LEGISLATIVE LANDSCAPE

EST. FY20 STATE
GENERAL FUND
EXPENDITURES (in millions)

14

NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

100,433 105,566 27,907 403 1,741

34% 67% 71% 31% 21%

VOICES for Alabama’s Children

Montgomery, AL

Alabama School Readiness Alliance 

Montgomery, AL

Alabama Partnership for Children

Montgomery, AL

The allies are Alabama Partnership for Children, Alabama School Readiness 

Alliance, and VOICES for Alabama’s Children. The Partnership for Children and 

VOICES are two of the four organizations that make up the Alabama School 

Readiness Alliance. Allies’ priorities were to:

Continue increases in state pre-k investments until the program is 

fully funded by 2022-2023 to reach 70 percent of all 4-year-olds in 

diverse settings

Promote child care quality/support for the early childhood workforce. 

Remove exemptions so that all programs are licensed and inspected 

by DHR. Support the Quality Rating and Improvement System and 

the recruitment of teachers and family child care providers to 

address shortages

Support the development and implementation of Alabama’s Preschool 

Development Grant (PDG) comprehensive birth-to-five plan, “Alabama 

Connections for Early Care and Education,” with a particular focus on 

birth-to-three 

OUR ALABAMA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY
ALIGNED

48%250,454
$9,485 

Alabama

ALABAMA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The beginning of the session promised the brightest revenue forecast in 

decades. Post COVID-19, almost all agency budgets were flat-funded or 

cut. Alliance allies in Alabama renewed their focus on developing a broader 

SOURCE: NATIONAL CENTER FOR CHILDREN IN POVERTY (SEE REFERENCES)
Data with small cell sizes were not displayed due to their unreliability.

https://alavoices.org/
https://www.alabamaschoolreadiness.org/
https://alabamapartnershipforchildren.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H157 requires a juvenile court to consider a child’s relationship with current 

foster parents and child’s best interests when deciding whether to terminate 

parental rights; provides that a juvenile court is not required to consider a relative 

for candidacy to be a child’s legal guardian if the relative has not met certain 

requirements (NCSL).

Child 

welfare

Bill became law

SR31 creates a commission to study feasibility of midwifery program at Wallace State 

Community College, citing high rates of infant and maternal mortality (NCSL).

Maternal 

health, 

Infant and 

child health

$6M increase in pre-k funding during the 2020 legislative session, despite the 

COVID-19 crisis and level funding across almost all state agency budgets. This 

added 55 classrooms to the Alabama First Class Pre-k program, bringing access 

level to 38 percent of 4-year-olds.

Preschool 

and pre-k
State 

appropriation

Increase in FY20 General Funds to Office of School Readiness and an increase to 

promote the governor’s Strong Start, Strong Finish education initiative to support 

a comprehensive approach of collaboration to improve education from pre-k to the 

workforce. There was an overall increase in pre-k funding from state and federal 

sources combined (NCSL).

46.8 percent increase in FY20 General Fund over FY19. FY20 total is $3,135,000 

(Mincic, 2020).

Home 

visiting

coalition of unified voices to speak on behalf of the child care industry and 

issues facing young children. Work during this session resulted in a stronger, 

more sustainable, and more robust child care system. Child-serving agencies 

including the Alabama Department of Early Childhood Education and Mental 

Health received increases in funding.

By July, Alabama Department of Human Resources (DHR) had enacted in some 

way all of the allies’ recommendations related to how to spend CARES Act 

funds. Alliance allies also helped to squeeze out a $6 million increase for First 

Class Pre-k, which expands the program by 45 classrooms.
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Worked closely with the Governor’s Office and the Alabama Department of Human 

Resources to guide the creation of sustaining funding for subsidy child care 

providers, a specific child care subsidy program for essential personnel. A 50 percent 

sustaining payment was made to every subsidy provider from April-July, based on 

their prepandemic enrollment in subsidy, and parent copays were suspended. DHR 

expanded subsidy eligibility to hospital personnel and first responders to pay 100 

percent of their child care costs at a licensed facility regardless of income and with 

no copay. More than 1,100 children benefited from program.  

CARES
Admin 

change

In June, DHR announced a $13M Temporary Assistance for Supporting Child Care 

grant program for private pay facilities based on their licensed capacity, not     

current enrollment. 

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Alabama—Alabama Partnership for 

Children, Alabama School Readiness Alliance, and VOICES for Alabama’s Children—

have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Advocate for policies and funding from the governor, state legislature, and
the Department of Human Resources to support the entirety of the child care
industry in Alabama, both center based and family child care, throughout the
COVID-19 crisis and beyond.

2. Facilitate the creation of a statewide alliance of child care providers and
stakeholders to align data and resources, as well as to give a coherent voice and
collective power for the entire industry.

3. Continue advocating for the expansion and funding of Alabama’s First-Class
Pre-k program.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

10,639 794 3,529 9,277 807

23% 83% 39% 55% 19%

Alaska Children’s Trust

Anchorage, AK

Alaska Children’s Trust worked to:

Increase investment in early care and education

Amend existing health education curriculum statute to include 

mental health curriculum in all K-12 health classrooms

Increase health care insurance coverage for Alaska’s children

OUR ALASKA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY
ALIGNED

31%29,397
$4,701 

Alaska

ALASKA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Even in the face of the pandemic, 2020 showed strong movement forward. The Trust promoted early childhood 

and educated policy makers at the local, state, and federal levels of government. Its work led to two mayoral 

candidates making pre-k a priority on their 2020 platforms. The Alaska Children’s Trust released the first Alaska 

Children’s Budget, a fiscal map of funds showing how the state supports the well-being of its children. 

State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Helped to ensure COVID-19 relief funds at state and local levels addressed the needs 

of child care providers and early childhood development. CARES Admin change

Ensured early childhood funding remained consistent in FY21 state budget. General Defense

https://www.alaskachildrenstrust.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Helped secure $5M-$7M in new municipal funding to prevent social determinants 

related to child abuse and neglect, including $2M-$3M for early childhood 

development. Alaska Children’s Trust helped fund and co-lead passage of Prop 

13 in state’s largest city, Anchorage, which accounts for nearly 45 percent of 

the state’s population. Prop 13 institutes a local 5 percent alcohol tax, and all 

funds will be dedicated to first responders, preventing child abuse and neglect, 

domestic violence, and sexual assault, and preventing and treating mental health 

and substance misuse. To prevent child abuse and neglect, the Municipality of 

Anchorage will be dedicating nearly $2M toward pre-k funding. This funding is the 

first ever investment by Anchorage in ECE.

Child 

welfare

Municipal 

appropriation

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Alaska—Alaska’s Children’s 

Trust—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Support local investment in early childhood education/pre-k until a
minimum of two communities have dedicated funds by 2021.

2. Pass legislation by 2022 that amends the existing health education
curriculum statute to include mental health in all K-12 health
classrooms.

3. Reduce the uninsured rate of children until it is at or below the
national average by 2023.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

85,335 22,588 196,092 24,487 3,504

29% 60% 57% 65% 18%

Children’s Action Alliance

Phoenix, AZ

The top priorities of the Children’s Action Alliance for 2020 were to:

Secure a General Fund appropriation for child 

care assistance

Secure a General Fund appropriation for Healthy 

Families Home Visitation Program

Fight attempts to divert preschool money to online 

preschool programs 

OUR ARIZONA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

45%348,347
$11,650 

Arizona

ARIZONA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The Arizona session began with great promise. Most priority 
legislation was moving along with bipartisan support. Then 
COVID-19 hit, and the session came to a halt in mid-March, 
effectively killing all remaining bills. The absence of the 
legislature left the bulk of COVID-19 federal relief under the 
control of the governor. The focus of the Children’s Action 
Alliance shifted to the emergency response to COVID-19 with 
an immediate focus on ensuring that essential workers had safe, 
consistent child care. 

https://azchildren.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S1504 changed law on fingerprint clearance cards for child care providers to bring 
the state into alignment with federal requirements.

Child care Bill became law

Secured $47M in CARES Act funding to provide grants to child care providers 
struggling with COVID-19-related costs. Helped to develop Arizona Enrichment 
Centers. Scholarships were made available to low-income families. Arizona received 
$88M in Cares Act funding specifically for child care. The Governor’s Office 
directed $24M of those dollars to pay for the Enrichment Centers. Due to collective 
advocacy, the state’s Child Care Administration Office continued to reimburse 
providers at their January billing rate indefinitely and Quality First, the state QRIS 
system, continued to pay scholarships. 

CARES Admin change

Executive order requires child care facilities, schools, and shelters to report 
COVID-19 cases to their local health departments. 

Infant and 
child health, 

COVID-19
Exec order

Blocked a bill that would use precious and limited state general fund dollars to 
purchase an online preschool curriculum.

Preschool 
and pre-k

DefenseAs the result of requests by school superintendents, the governor asked 
Department of Health Services to allow child care providers to waive ratios for 
school-aged children. The executive order allowed ANY provider to apply to 
waive ANY licensure requirement. Arizona worked with the Governor’s Office and 
department to put parameters around waivers that would be accepted.

Child care, 
COVID-19

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Arizona—Children’s Action Alliance— 

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Secure the expenditure authority from the legislature to expend $88M in CARES Act
funding to maintain vital child care infrastructure.

2. Direct state and federal child care funding to establish a package of supports
intended to keep existing child care programs operational.

3. Fight to maintain existing state investments in vital early childhood programs like
Healthy Families, Early Intervention, and school district literacy grants.

4. Fight attempts to divert state investments in preschool to online preschool programs.

5. Secure a $20M state general fund investment for quality preschool programs to
replace lost Preschool Development Grant slots.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

89,206 43,852 28,214 775 1,515

43% 78% 68% 66% 23%

ForwARd 

Little Rock, AR

Arkansas Advocates for Children 

and Families 

Little Rock, AR

The two allies in Arkansas are the Arkansas Advocates for Children 

and Families and ForwARd Arkansas. Their top priorities were to:

Establish an Early Childhood Caucus in the General Assembly 

and improve support for the early childhood workforce

Promote the expansion of paid family leave

Promote policies that will improve mental health support 

for both children under five and their caregivers

OUR ARKANSAS ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

52%173,765
$5,384 

Arkansas

Over half the young children in Arkansas are considered low income. Only three other states share this distinction.

ARKANSAS LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The public health crisis caused by the pandemic exposed cracks in Arkansas’ systems of early care and education 

and is spotlighting inequities within those systems. The crisis created an opportunity to renew investment in early 

care and education as part of a comprehensive education system and a vital component of the social safety net.

Allies worked to help shape Arkansas’ early care and education policy response to the pandemic and how state 

funds from the federal CARES Act would be spent. Another priority became state and federal advocacy on 

access to health care coverage and safety net programs and other programs, such as Medicaid, Unemployment 

Insurance, TANF, SNAP and WIC, services for immigrants, and using federal education dollars to close equity gaps 

in education.

https://forwardarkansas.org/
https://www.aradvocates.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Advocates engaged the state to ensure the effective use of CARES funding, 

including: 1) Allowing a limited number of licensed child care centers to stay open 

to serve “essential” personnel, 2) Convincing the state to implement an outreach 

and communications strategy to update and inform child care providers, 3) As 

part of the state’s coordination of child care for essential personnel, prioritizing 

providers who are part of the Arkansas Better Beginnings QRIS, 4) Temporarily 

establishing state payment policies to cover additional costs associated with the 

pandemic, such payments going to all licensed providers for maintenance and 

cleaning supplies via temporary enhanced voucher incentives, and 5) Deeming 

child care workers as “essential” personnel during the pandemic so their children 

can access child care.

CARES

Exec order or 

Admin change
Encouraged the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) to develop and publicly 

release new ECE (Early Care and Education) guidance for parents, superintendents, 

and providers as part of the state’s back-to-school pandemic-related guidance for 

the K-12 system. Under pressure from advocates, ADE eventually developed and 

publicly released guidance tailored specifically for the ECE community. 

K thru 3

Secured improvements that made it easier for families, especially immigrant 

families with children, to receive Medicaid.

Infant and 

child health

Provided guidance on the transition of governance of state-funded early childhood 

programs from the Arkansas Department of Human Services to the ADE.

ECE 

unspecified

Secured agreement from legislature to conduct an interim study (ISP-TNL007) on 

pay parity in ECE between ECE teachers in public and private ECE programs.

Preschool 

and pre-k

Secured interim 

study

Established the Arkansas Early Childhood Well-Being Caucus to bolster support for 

addressing needs of ECE sector.
Child care

Established 

caucus

  

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Arkansas—Arkansas Advocates for Children and Families, ForwARd 

Arkansas—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Inform and influence Arkansas’ policymakers’ response to COVID-19 and its effects on early care and education.

2. Advocate for enactment of refundable tax credits for early childhood educators in Arkansas.

3. Promote expanded support for infant care in Arkansas—particularly through family child care settings.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

204,340 96,114 1,074,820 4,637 89,181

19% 48% 49% 41% 19%

Children Now 

Oakland, CA

Advancement Project California 

Los Angeles & San Francisco, CA

The top priorities for 2020 for Advancement Project California and 

Children Now were to:

Support and address the needs of the whole child

Advance policy and practice for Dual Language Learners

Create a state Early Care and Education Master Plan

Promote a three-pronged workforce development strategy: increasing 

professional standards for the workforce; ensuring coordinated, effective 

support to reach higher standards; and achieving competitive wages 

through rate reform

Promote the development of a horizontally integrated early learning data 

system, ultimately with linkages to K-12 and health and human services

Develop a multiyear plan and leadership commitment to expanding 

access to early learning spaces, including universal access for 3- and 

4-year-olds and all eligible 0-2-year-olds

OUR CALIFORNIA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

39%1,531,920
$149,749 

California

Thirty-nine percent of children aged birth through eight in California are considered poor. California’s young 

children who live in low-income households account for 11 percent of all poor young children in the U.S.

https://www.childrennow.org/
https://www.advancementprojectca.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

AB 79 extends the requirement for nonbiometric identity verification methods in 
the CalWORKs program. Clarifies eligibility to receive child care (NCSL).

Child care Bill became law

40.2 percent increase from FY19 to FY20 in General Fund. FY20 total is 
$1,924,766,000. For State Preschool, California shifted funding sources, using 
more general funds instead of its school finance formula and Child Care and 
Development Block Grant (CCDBG) funds. There was an overall increase in child 
care from state and federal sources combined (Mincic, 2020).

Child care, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

State 

appropriation

CalWORKs Home Visiting Initiative: $84,000,000 in FY20 (Mincic, 2020).
Home 

visiting

3.6 percent increase from FY19 to FY20 for Early Education Program for Individuals 
with Exceptional Needs. Total in FY20 is $80,671,000. 

Early 

intervention

45.8 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19 for Preschool Development 
Grant (PDG) (Mincic, 2020).

Preschool 

and pre-k

California’s budget approved two California Department of Public Health positions 
and General Fund expenditure authority of $348,000 annually to track and publish 
data on pregnancy-related deaths and severe maternal morbidity.

Maternal 

health

To promote a high-quality, affordable, and unified early childhood system, the 
budget includes $2.3M General Fund in FY20-21 to transition existing child care 
and child development programs from Department of Education to Department of 
Social Services. This will align all child care programs within a single department 
and will ease the administration of collective bargaining commencing later this year. 

Child care

Budget approves expenditure authority from Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention 
Fund of $10.3M annually to increase interventions and other activities designed to 
reduce children’s exposure to lead.

Infant and 

child health

CALIFORNIA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Early in the year, the state faced a healthy budget surplus and optimistic outlook for the future. The pandemic shifted this 
landscape significantly. California now faces billions of dollars of potential deficit and lost revenue. This shifted the entire 
budget and legislative landscape as funding was cut or paused and bills streamlined. 

Allies in California focused on preserving programs. The 2020-2021 final budget preserves funding for early learning and care 
programs to the greatest extent possible, given the constraints of the COVID-19 recession. Access, reimbursement rate levels, 
and quality investments have been maintained or have grown, with a specific focus on serving the children of income-eligible 
workers essential to the fight against COVID-19. There were also successes in maternal health, paid family leave, children’s 
health, and tax credits for young children.
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Won increases to access for families, including 5,600 new ongoing Alternative Payment 

Programs child care service spaces; allocates CARES funding for essential worker child 

care vouchers and family fee waivers; and aligns CalWORKs to federal 60-month clock, 

keeps sanctioned CalWORKs participants to remain eligible for child care; $73M to 

continue care for at-risk children and essential workers.

CARES
Admin 

change

CA received $350.3M through the federal CARES Act for COVID-19-related child care 

activities. To maximize the benefits of these funds to providers and families, budget 

includes: 1) $144.3M for state costs associated with SB89 expenditures, family fee waivers, 

and provider payment protection. 2) $125M for voucher provider hold harmless and 

stipends. Up to $62.5M to fund providers accepting vouchers at the maximum certified 

level of need. 3) At least $62.5M for one-time stipends for providers accepting vouchers 

that offer care during the COVID-19 pandemic. 4) $73M to continue care for at-risk children 

and essential workers. 5) $8M to extend family fee waivers until June 30, 2020. 

Future Federal COVID-19 Funds for Child Care allows for quick deployment of potential 

future federal COVID-19 funds for child care. Budget includes language allowing up to 

$300M to be allocated: 1) $150M to extend access for families being served through 

limited-term subsidies and expand access for unserved, eligible families. 2) $125M to 

provide limited-term stipends for state-subsidized child care providers offering care 

during pandemic. 3) $25M to assist licensed child care providers with costs to reopen 

child care facilities closed due to pandemic, and to supplement unfunded costs caused 

by low attendance or temporary closures due to pandemic. 

Ensured young children were protected in state budget. Ultimately, children’s programs 

fared better overall, and a new emergency child welfare hotline (FURS) was restored 

after being cut.

Child welfare

Defense

Prevented many potentially catastrophic cuts proposed by governor’s May Budget 

Revision, such as 10 percent trigger cuts to all child care programs and caseload 

projections that would have reduced expenditures. Protected providers through hold 

harmless provisions even if programs are closed.

Child care, 

Child care 

workforce

Rejected a $4.5M cut to the Black Infant Health Program.

Children’s 

health, 

Racial equity

Restored $34.3M General Fund to implement the extension of pregnancy-only Medi-

Cal coverage for up to 12 months after delivery for patients diagnosed with a maternal 

mental health condition, as approved by FY19 budget.

Maternal 

health

Secured $9.3M one-time federal funds to develop and implement an early learning and 

care data system.

Child care, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

Federal funds
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in California—Advancement Project 

California, Children Now—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Advocate for an Office of Equity within the state’s early care and

education infrastructure to establish clear guidelines for accountability

and transparency to ensure equity. (Advancement Project California)

2. Promote the use of an equity-based formula to allocate funds to early

learners and K-12 students most impacted by the pandemic.

(Advancement Project California)

3. Advance the development of whole family wellness hubs in areas of highest

need to provide children and families with a holistic approach to education,

health, and wellness. (Advancement Project California)

4. Protect the early care and education budget and financing, especially

support for children furthest from opportunity, such as infants and toddlers,

children in foster care system, and dual language learners. (Children Now)

5. Develop policies and strategies that develop increased and aligned

professional standards, link them to effectively financed higher

compensation, and create a more coherent state-level workforce

development infrastructure, including supports for dual language

learners and educators. (Children Now)

6. Support the development and adoption of a cradle-to-career integrated

data system that links child-specific data to systems, policymakers, families,

and the public to inform decision-making. (Children Now)
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

61,066 11,545 91,533 1,821 3,415

19% 52% 48% 48% 23%

Colorado Children’s Campaign 

Denver, CO

Clayton Early Learning 

Denver, CO

The priorities of Colorado Children’s Campaign and Clayton Early Learning 

were to:

Ensure access, affordability, and quality improvements for early 

learning programs while maintaining a strong mixed-delivery system

Develop sustainable and varied approaches to support a well-qualified 

and diverse workforce throughout Colorado

Ensure that Colorado’s educators have the tools and resources needed 

to provide quality environments

OUR COLORADO ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

30%180,453
$13,308 

Colorado

COLORADO LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Advocates entered the 2020 legislative session with several significant 

bipartisan policy initiatives and budget proposals to advance early childhood. 

Despite progress on the early childhood workforce, expanded home visiting, 

and family support, the pandemic required a quick pivot. COVID-19 flipped 

Colorado’s promising budget forecast to a $3.3 billion deficit. 

Advocates still made incredible progress. One of Colorado’s greatest 

achievements may be additional funds for public schools and housing and 

expanded pre-k slots, resulting from a ballot measure that will phase in higher 

rates of taxation on tobacco products and a new tax on liquid nicotine. 

https://www.coloradokids.org/
https://www.claytonearlylearning.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Fully funds preschool for all children the year before kindergarten with tobacco and 

nicotine revenue, with additional investments in children from families with low incomes 

or facing barriers to school readiness. At full implementation, this will be $250M per 

year for pre-k. Goal is to reduce youth tobacco use and raise money for public schools, 

housing supports, and the expansion of the Colorado Preschool Program in 2023. 

Preschool 

and pre-k, 

state 

appropriation

Passed ballot 

initiative

HB20-1053 helps recruit and retain early childhood educators, support early childhood 

mental health, and improve quality.

Infant and 

child health, 

Child care 

workforce

Bill became law

H1237 provides that for a child who obtains services under the state’s Medicaid program 

through the initiation of a dependency and neglect action or juvenile delinquency 

action, the Department of Health Care Policy and Financing is directed to assign the 

child to the managed care entity in the county in which the action was initiated (NCSL).
Child welfare

SB20-028 modifies how the determination of child abuse, neglect or dependency is 

determined in situations involving alcohol or substance exposure in support of keeping 

families together. 

SB20-126 prohibits a homeowners’ association from denying a family child care home to 

operate within the community.

Child careHB20-1347 reauthorized law passed in 2017 allowing for Family, Friend, and Neighbor 

(FFN) providers to watch up to four unrelated children. Given the lack of licensed child 

care options and given the pandemic, support for FFN providers continues to be an 

important priority. 

S205 requires employers to provide employees with paid sick leave for COVID-19-related 

reasons through 2020 and requires that by January 1, 2021, all Colorado employers 

provide paid sick leave to their employees at the rate of one accrued hour for every 30 

hours of work up to a maximum of 48 hours (NCSL).

Paid family 

and medical 

leave, 

COVID-19

HB20-1048 protects people from discrimination based on traits related to one’s race, 

such as hair texture, hair type, and/or protective hairstyles. Young Black, Indigenous, 

and People of Color can experience exclusionary practices for child care, preschool, and 

school due to discrimination around their hair or how they wear their hair.

Racial equity

Bill became law
SB20-163 will improve state vaccination rates by standardizing the immunization 

exemption process and requiring schools to proactively notify parents of school 

immunization rates. It also supports public health vaccination efforts.

Infant and 

child health

SB20-200 creates a secure retirement savings plan run by the state or intermediary to 

increase access to retirement savings for people who do not receive this benefit through 

work, such as child care providers.

Child care 

workforce
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB20-1418 sets funding levels for public schools and resets the way the state calculates 

a school district’s property tax rate, creating a structure to reduce taxpayer inequality 

between districts.

K-3, Racial

equity

Bill became law
SB029 allocates up to $10M from the TANF Long-term Reserve to provide every family 

receiving Basic Cash Assistance via TANF with a one-time payment of $500. SB029 

amended original bill to provide a one-time payment of $500 to TANF recipients in 

response to COVID-19.

TANF, 

COVID-19

An increase of $10.5M for Department of Human Services to continue to provide quality 

child care via CCCAP. The $10.5M line comes from the total CARES Act funding of $42M 

distributed for sustainability grants, parent fees in child care subsidy program, covering 

absences in the Colorado Child Care Assistance Program (CCCAP), and early childhood 

mental health consultants.

CARES

State 

appropriation

A $5.6M budget increase to CCCAP to support access to quality early care and 

education for working families and to support providers facing challenges during the 

pandemic. The $5.6M increase in CCCAP included an annualized amount of $2.8M state 

General Fund and $2.8M required local match county funds.

Child care

Child Health Plan Plus: $26.2M increase in state General Fund appropriations to ensure 

children and pregnant people do not lose coverage during the health crisis.

Maternal 

health, Infant 

and child 

health

Directed CARES Act funding to be used to reimburse for increased absence days, 

closures, or to pay based on enrollment for families receiving CCCAP support; also 

to support more affordable or waived parental fees CCCAP, provide additional early 

childhood mental health supports through consultants, and grant funds to licensed child 

care providers to assist with costs associated with COVID-19.

CARES Exec order

Defeated potential cuts to tuition-free full-day kindergarten.
Preschool 

and pre-k

Defense

Defeated four bills that would have weakened immunization standards. If not defeated, 

these would have significantly limited the ability of government and community-based 

service providers to protect and promote public health through vaccinations.

Infant and 

child health

Defeated potential cuts to the Colorado Preschool Program.
Preschool 

and pre-k

The Children’s Campaign was asked by the Governor’s Office and CDHS to partner with 

Gary Community Investments and Nanno (a child care placement business) to quickly 

generate a vehicle to connect demand for emergency child care with providers. In less than 

five days, Colorado built a model, created a financing approach, raised philanthropic funds, 

and executed placement of hundreds of families in emergency child care settings. More 

than 500 providers and 5,500 families benefitted from a rapidly developed and deployed 

approach to providing free child care to essential workers from March through May. 

Child care, 

COVID-19

COVID-19 

Response
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Colorado—Clayton Early 

Learning, Colorado Children’s Campaign—have prioritized key strategies and 

objectives for 2021:

1. Lead early childhood stakeholders to design an expanded pre-k 

program, reimagine the future of child care, and support an ongoing 

comprehensive COVID-19 response.

2. Collaborate with partners to promote policies that support kids’ healthy 

development, family economic security, and equitable outcomes for 

Colorado’s earliest learners and their families.

3. Engage advocates and partners in advocacy and leadership development 

opportunities to elevate the profile of early childhood issues.



TOTAL NUMBER OF
LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8
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Data with small cell sizes were not displayed due to their unreliability.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

28,236 18,727 49,655 746 3,556

16% 52% 54% 78% 24%

Connecticut Early Childhood Alliance 

Hartford, CT

Connecticut Association for 

Human Services 

Hartford, CT

Priorities of Connecticut Association for Human Services and Connecticut Early 

Childhood Alliance were to:

Expand the Care4Kids child care subsidy eligibility to include non-TANF 

parents engaged in job training or education

Ameliorate the benefit cliffs due to the increase in minimum wage

Work to establish a refundable dependent care credit

OUR CONNECTICUT ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

32%107,151
$19,449 

Connecticut

CONNECTICUT LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Pre-COVID-19, Connecticut had just begun to recover from the great recession. 

Harsh spending restrictions had built up a rainy day fund of $2.7 billion. 2020 

was the second year of the biennial budget and a short non-budget session. 

Most of the action in 2020 was in the Governor’s Workforce Council, which 

developed proposals and made policy.

As hospitals filled with COVID-19 patients, the legislature allowed the governor 

to rule by emergency order for six months and adjourned in mid-March. All 

remaining bills died. In July, the General Assembly returned for a one-day 

special session to pass only election and police reform.

http://www.earlychildhoodalliance.com/
https://www.cahs.org/
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In the absence of a legislative session, policy development has continued through 

the Governor’s Workforce Development Council. Allies participated in the Barriers 

to Work Committee, which made recommendations in the Council’s report to the 

governor on expanding access to child care and smoothing benefit cliffs. 

  

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Connecticut—Connecticut Association for Human 

Services, Connecticut Early Childhood Alliance—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Eliminate Connecticut benefit cliffs concentrating on increasing Medicaid A eligibility up to 200 

percent of the FPL and eliminating the asset test for TANF.

2. Expand child care subsidy eligibility to include parents in job training or educational programs and 

create an initial job search period for homeless parents.

3. Establish a CT Department of Labor approved Early Childhood Apprenticeship program to create 

a pipeline of trained child care providers.

4. Move Connecticut away from child care subsidy rates based on a market survey to a system 

designed to pay for the cost of quality care.

5. Develop a plan for universal early care and education in Connecticut.

State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Persuaded Connecticut Office of Early Childhood to continue funding subsidized 

Pre-k and Child Day Care programs based on enrollment rather than attendance 

through the state shutdown (March-June) Estimated cost to the state $90M. This 

was in addition to continuing to pay providers through the subsidy program. Child care, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

Admin change

Connected homeless service providers with Head Start and won a change in 

procedures at the central point of entry for homeless services to screen for Head 

Start age children in household. Based on their McKinney Vento status, these 

children now receive an automatic referral for Head Start.

Extended the job search period from 3 to 6 months for current child care subsidy 

parents who lose a job.
Child care

Won funding for supplies and grants for child care programs that were reopening. 

Advocated for and won free COVID-19 testing for child care providers, teachers, 

children, and families. CARES

Persuaded Office of Early Childhood to secure $5M from CARES Act economic 

development funding to pay for child care while parents are in job training. 
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

9,955 11,814 11,203 - 721

22% 51% 66% - 18%

Rodel Foundation 

Wilmington, DE

Rodel’s priorities included:

Invest in quality child care

Increase Purchase of Care subsidy

Expand access to and improve quality of pre-k

Further consolidate governance among three 

state agencies into a single agency

Create uniform kindergarten registration 

processes across all districts and charters

OUR DELAWARE ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

37%35,497
$4,671 

Delaware

DELAWARE LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The pandemic triggered statewide budget cuts and little in the way of new investments. 

COVID-19 threw curveballs at the legislative session, but the education budget remained 

largely unscathed. The FY2021 Delaware budget maintains its commitment to most 

educational items and lays the foundation for work to come. In partnership with the 

Vision Coalition, the Delaware Business Roundtable Education Committee, the Education 

Equity Coalition and First State Pre-k, Rodel had several successes.

http://rodelde.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

SCR66 requests the Division of Medicaid & Medical Assistance study extension 

of Medicaid coverage through the first year postpartum. Insurance coverage is a 

critical factor in determining women’s access to affordable postpartum care, is a 

key strategy for reducing preventable maternal mortality, and can help close racial 

disparities in the maternal mortality rate (NCSL).

Maternal 

health, 

Racial 

equity

Bill became 

law

DE SB 201 creates the Perinatal Quality Collaborative to improve pregnancy 

outcomes for women and newborns, including those related to obstetrical blood loss 

management, substance use disorder, and neonatal abstinence syndrome (NCSL).

Maternal 

health, 

Infant and 

child health

Delaware Health and Social Services is now legislatively required to conduct a cost 

of care study for the first time. Findings will describe true cost of providing quality 

early care and education in Delaware and will be more accurate than the current 

market rate study currently used to set rates to reimburse child care providers.

Child care, 

Child care 

workforce

General Funds increased by 18 percent in FY20 ($46,515,600) over FY19 (Mincic, 

2020). There was an overall increase in child care from state and federal sources 

combined.

Child care

State 

appropriation

The FY21 budget maintains funding for Purchase of Care subsidies and the 

STARs Quality Rating System and includes new commitments to consolidating 

governance and determining a true cost of child care.

Preschool 

and pre-k

General Funds increased by 233 percent in FY20 ($813,986) from FY19. FY20 

authorized funding includes $485,500 transferred to support home visiting with 

the Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health (Mincic, 2020).

Home 

visiting

15.3 percent increase in General Funds in FY20 ($6,509,100) over FY19 

(Mincic, 2020).

ECE 

unspecified

Influenced governance changes to benefit providers and families: Office of 

Child Care Licensing and CCDF Quality Investments were consolidated into the 

Department of Education. IDEA Part C was consolidated into Public Health/Early 

Intervention (EI).

Child care, 

Child care 

workforce, 

EI

Admin 

change

Maintained investments in child care subsidy and tiered reimbursement during 

difficult budget environment.
Child care Defense
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Delaware—Rodel—has prioritized 

key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Advocate for increased state investment in pre-k and child care subsidy,

including strong cost of care and rate setting methodology.

2. Influence governance consolidation to further consolidate early care and

education services into the Department of Education.

3. Advocate for effective implementation of a common kindergarten

registration and enrollment policy across the state.



TOTAL NUMBER OF
LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN 
LOW-INCOME 0-8

LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8 DISAGGREGATED BY RACE
POPULATION BELOW 200% FPL/PERCENTAGE OF GROUP BELOW 200% FPL  

CHILDREN IN POVERTY
BIRTH THROUGH AGE 8
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EST. FY20 DISTRICT
GENERAL FUND
APPROVED BUDGET (in millions)
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

134 17,405 4,092 - -

1% 51% 32% - -

Educare Washington, DC 

Washington, DC

DC Action for Children 

Washington, DC

Priorities of DC Action for Children and Educare DC were to:

Ensure the quality rating and improvement system (QRIS) is fair 

and equitable among providers and educators and does not further 

perpetuate racial and economic accessibility and workforce disparities

Expand lactation, home visiting, and child development supports

Push district leaders to fund the Birth to Three law at $40 million 

per year

Identify viable revenue streams available to fully fund the 

Birth to Three law

Protect recent budget wins that increase child care subsidies

OUR DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ALLIES AND 
THEIR TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

MAYOR (D) CITY COUNCIL (D)

FULLY
ALIGNED

31%22,324
$9,905

District of Columbia

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
D.C.’s policy and budget landscape was contentious in 2020. In immediate 

response to the pandemic, advocates collaborated closely to pursue a 

#JustRecoveryDC that preserved and enhanced supports for marginalized D.C. 

SOURCE: NATIONAL CENTER FOR CHILDREN IN POVERTY (SEE REFERENCES)
Data with small cell sizes were not displayed due to their unreliability.

https://www.educaredc.org/
https://www.dcactionforchildren.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

B416 (Access to Integrated Equitable Services) amends the Community Health 

Omnibus Amendment Act to require health benefit plans to provide coverage for 

newborn screenings and authorize civil fines and penalties, authorizes the mayor 

to require hospitals and birthing facilities to report on clinical quality measures 

and inspect hospitals and birthing facilities for auditing purposes, establishes a 

perinatal and infant health advisory committee. Clarifies insurance companies must 

cover cost of newborn screening (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health
Bill became law

Emergency grants for child care providers: Secured $5M in local government 

funding specifically for child care providers in FY20 and $1.4M in FY21 to help child 

care providers implement COVID-19 health and safety guidelines.

Child care, 

COVID-19
D.C. 

Appropriation
$1 million increase to early childhood behavioral health program delivered in 

early learning programs.
Infant and 

child health

Protected $5M in local child care subsidy funds that were initially cut and 

preserved local investment that expands upon federal CCDBG dollars. Child care

Defense
Protected nearly $4.6M allocated for home visiting programs designed to prevent 

child abuse and neglect, $2.5 million of which were at risk and $300,000 of which 

were initially cut from the budget. 

Home 

visiting

residents, from early childhood, to P-12 education, to housing, to homelessness. 

D.C. experienced severe budget shortfalls in the wake of COVID-19, which 

required a quick pivot in the allies’ approach.

DC Action and Educare DC worked to embed support for infants and toddlers 

in the District’s early childhood system by focusing their advocacy on local 

government’s executive and legislative branches. Together and with other early 

care and education stakeholders in D.C. (including providers, families, policy 

and advocacy organizations, and others), the advocacy resulted in:

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in the District of Columbia—DC Action 

for Children, Educare DC—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Support sustained funding for the Birth to Three Act and identify viable

funding streams to more fully fund the law. (Educare DC)

2. Protect and maintain recent investments in strengthening the early

childhood education (ECE) system in DC. (Educare DC)
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3. Push for quality and affordability in ECE, including support for increased

pay, training, and respect for the ECE workforce. (Educare DC)

4. Identify opportunities for expanded support for prenatal support, special

education, and early intervention services, with a focus on families

experiencing systemic racial discrimination and poverty. (Educare DC)

5. Identify viable revenue stream that can fully fund the Birth to Three for All

DC Act of 2018. (DC Action for Children)

6. Convene policy leaders to work with OSSE on a fair and equitable process

to increase compensation of the early learning workforce, and ensure the

process is not a burden to educators of color, or educators in family child

care settings. (DC Action for Children)

7. Protect funding for the District’s home visiting programs by elevating the

intrinsic value of the home visitor relationship with families in times of crisis.

(DC Action for Children)

8. Explore options for creating a Home Visiting Training Institute in the District

of Columbia. (DC Action for Children)



TOTAL NUMBER OF
LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN 
LOW-INCOME 0-8

LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8 DISAGGREGATED BY RACE
POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE OF GROUP BELOW 200 PERCENT FPL

CHILDREN IN POVERTY
BIRTH THROUGH AGE 8

2020 LEGISLATIVE LANDSCAPE

EST. FY20 STATE
GENERAL FUND
EXPENDITURES (in millions)

SOURCE: NATIONAL CENTER FOR CHILDREN IN POVERTY (SEE REFERENCES)
Data with small cell sizes were not displayed due to their unreliability.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

252,807 235,217 337,089 1,242 13,028

31% 62% 51% 46% 30%

The Children’s Movement of Florida 

Miami, FL

Children’s Movement of Florida had these priorities for 2020:

Continue to increase quality in pre-k, offering incentive pay for 

providers who demonstrate positive teacher-child interactions

Fund additional compensation for teachers who advance 

their credentials

OUR FLORIDA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

44%885,829
$34,244 

Florida

Forty-four percent of children aged birth through eight in Florida are considered poor. Florida’s young children 

who live in low-income households account for 7 percent of all poor young children in the U.S.

FLORIDA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The pandemic expanded the ally’s scope of work, which has led to some pandemic-related policy wins.

State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H945 relates to children’s mental health. Requires the Department of Children and 

Families and Agency for Health Care Administration to identify certain children 

and adolescents who use crisis stabilization services during specified FYs; includes 

crisis response services provided through mobile response teams in the services 

available to children (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health
Bill became law

https://www.childrensmovementflorida.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H81 requires the Department of Health to create and distribute a pamphlet on 

screening for and treatment of preventable infant and childhood eye and vision 

disorders. Requires birth centers to provide pamphlet to clients during postpartum 

care and health care practitioners to provide it to parents after a planned out-of-

hospital birth (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health

Bill became law
S156 extends the scheduled expiration of Early Childhood Music Education 

Incentive Pilot Program (NCSL).

Preschool 

and pre-k

H1105 requires Court Educational Council to establish certain standards for 

instruction of circuit court judges for dependency cases and to provide such 

instruction on a periodic and timely basis (NCSL).

Child 

welfare

Additional $9.9M in pre-k funding for the 2020-2021 school years.

Preschool 

and pre-k

State 

appropriation

Additional $3.9M for a Home Instruction Program that delivers high-quality School 

Readiness curriculum directly to parents so that they can strengthen cognitive and 

early literacy skills of at-risk children.

$3M for statewide professional development to improve child care instructor 

quality (T.E.A.C.H.).

Child care 

workforce

$1.8M for Help Me Grow Florida, which provides free developmental and behavioral 

screenings and connects children to resources.
EI

$10M in funding for the T.E.A.C.H. Scholarship Program.
Child care 

workforce
Federal funds

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Florida—Children’s Movement of Florida—has prioritized key strategies and 

objectives for 2021:

1. Ensure COVID-19 child care recovery funds are allocated equitably and according to varying local needs across the state.

2. Preserve recent funding increases for pre-k and subsidized child care.

3. Continue to increase quality in pre-k through legislation that recognizes positive teacher-child interactions and social-

emotional growth over narrow early literacy measures.

4. Increase compensation and professional development for Florida’s early childhood workforce.

5. Increase understanding of infant mental health and push for related health care supports for mothers and babies.

6. Promote the expansion of family-friendly business practices and policies that support parents and community-level prosperity.



TOTAL NUMBER OF
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LOW-INCOME 0-8
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Data with small cell sizes were not displayed due to their unreliability.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

140,081 238,469 115,267 1,017 11,452

28% 61% 64% 54% 28%

Georgia Early Education Alliance 

for Ready Students 

Atlanta, GA

Priorities of Georgia Early Education Alliance for Ready Students 

(GEEARS) were to:

Support recommendations from the Study Committee on 

Infant and Toddler Social and Emotional Health

Increase funding for infant and early childhood mental 

health, early intervention services, and home visiting

Increase funding for child care subsidies

OUR GEORGIA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

45%533,157
$25,739 

Georgia

GEORGIA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Georgia faced 10 percent across-the-board budget cuts due to the pandemic. Despite 

this, GEEARS had major wins in the budget for early childhood and maternal health 

during the unusual summer reconvening of the Georgia Legislature. Georgia’s policy 

and budget wins were possible due to the relationships and awareness that GEEARS 

built with key legislators, legislative staff, and grassroots partners in recent years.  

https://geears.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H1090 (Breast Milk Break Time Obligation) relates to employers’ obligation to 

provide break time for an employee to express breast milk, provide for certain 

exceptions from liability (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health

Bill became law
H1114 (Lactation Care and Postpartum Care Medicaid Coverage) relates to medical 

assistance, provides for Medicaid coverage for lactation care and services and 

postpartum care, allows state to seek a waiver to extend Medicaid for women to six 

months postpartum. Funding for this waiver was included in the state’s budget (NCSL). 

Maternal 

health, 

Infant and 

child health

Helped to secure state funding for two additional behavioral health specialist 

positions for pre-k at Department of Early Care and Learning.

Infant and 

child health

State 

appropriation

Secured additional state funding for an increase in teacher supplements.
ECE 

unspecified

3.1 percent increase in Dedicated Funds for pre-k from FY19 to FY20. There was 

an overall increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined in FY20        

(Mincic, 2020).

Preschool 

and pre-k

Maintained $500,000 in state funding for child care subsidies (CAPS) despite 

across-the-board budget cuts.
Child care

Defense
Proposed pre-k budget cuts in Georgia were defeated through strategic advocacy, 

despite 14 percent budget cuts elsewhere in the budget. 

Preschool 

and pre-k

With a coalition, ally secured four months of additional Postpartum Medicaid 

coverage, a recommendation from the Study Committee on Infant and Toddler Social 

and Emotional Health (Fall 2019). Assuming federal approval, eligible moms will have 

a total of six months of Medicaid coverage after giving birth (HB1114 2019-2020).

Maternal 

health
Medicaid

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Georgia—Georgia Early Education Alliance for Ready Students (GEEARS)—has 

prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Increase funding for IECMH services, early intervention services, and home visiting.

2. Pass a state family leave bill.

3. Work with grassroots partners to identify and promote equitable policies to stabilize child care and support families

amid the pandemic.

4. Continue to lead the Emergency Round Table of organizations focused on coordination, information sharing, data

collection, rapid response, and administrative advocacy to respond to issues that arise as a result of the pandemic.

5. Support implementation of the recommendations of the House Study Committee on Infant and Early Childhood

Mental Health.

6. Increase state and federal funds for child care subsidies.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

NATIVE HAWAIIAN/
OTHER PACIFIC ISL

ASIAN

5,193 862 11,273 9,868 8,061

19% 30% 39% 55% 24%

Hawaii Children’s Action Network 

Honolulu, HI

Hawaii Children’s Action Network’s priorities included:

Pass paid family leave

Mobilize coalitions focused on working families, children’s 

oral health, early learning, and child abuse and neglect

Increase access to quality early care and education

OUR HAWAII ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

28%43,273
$8,370 

Hawaii

HAWAII LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
This year’s legislative session is one for the history books. Even before COVID-19, nonprofits, 

legislators, and community members agreed that too many families in Hawaii were holding their 

breath, just one disaster away from financial ruin.

In January, the state was in a sound financial place, and advocates and legislators had big 

dreams for its future. There was agreement between the Governor’s Office and legislative 

leadership to increase spending in early learning. Working with other advocates and the 

legislative Keiki Caucus, Hawaii Children’s Action Network began the session with some 30 

Children’s Policy Agenda bills. 

The COVID-19 crisis struck Hawaii just before the session’s halfway mark, and the legislature 

recessed in response. The Children’s Policy Agenda and the entire 2020 legislative session were 

put on hold. Legislators reconvened in May and again in June with a new budget shortfall to 

https://www.hawaii-can.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB1346 prohibits the suspension or expulsion of children participating in public 

pre-k classrooms.

Preschool 

and pre-k

Bill became law

HB2543 relates to access to learning and will expand Preschool Open Doors 

Program eligibility to all children who are 3 to 4 years old and in the two-year 

window before entering kindergarten. The bill establishes a state goal of ensuring 

all children 3 or 4 years old are enrolled in a preschool program by the year 2032. 

S2894 clarifies certain requirements regarding the licensure of child care 

facilities, including exemptions from licensure, health and safety standards, and 

investigations of violations. 

Child care

SB126 relates to unrestricted CARES funding appropriated by legislature. The bill 

secured an additional $15 million to support child care providers.
CARES

HCAN worked with the Department of Human Services (DHS) to request federal 

waivers. In April, the state DHS changed child care subsidy rules to make many 

more families eligible.

Child care, 

CARES
Admin change

In July, the state cut funding for seven public pre-k classes due to its budget 

shortfall caused by the pandemic. HCAN raised the alarm. The governor restored 

funding for the classrooms. 

Preschool 

and pre-k
Defense

fill and $635 million of federal CARES Act relief funds to spend. During the session, legislators 

passed the state budget bill and put some of the federal CARES Act funds into the state rainy 

day fund. Later, they approved a plan to spend the federal CARES Act money to help residents 

and businesses. Some $15 million was allocated toward assistance for child care. Of the 

Children’s Policy Agenda bills, three (SB2486, HB2543, HB1346) passed.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Hawaii—Hawaii Children’s Action Network— 

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Increase investments in childcare. Continue supports to providers and families (grants

and expanded eligibility that were started as COVID-19 response.

2. Begin implementing preschool access bill passed in 2020. Advocate for appropriation.

3. Develop plans with governmental and community partners to expand early childhood

mental health consultation/behavioral health/trauma support for young children.

4. Pass paid family leave and/or paid sick days law.



TOTAL NUMBER OF
LOW-INCOME CHILDREN 0-8
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Data with small cell sizes were not displayed due to their unreliability.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

63,995 1,375 26,051 1,258 986

40% 56% 64% 61% 59%

Idaho Association for the Education of 

Young Children 

Boise, ID

The priorities of Idaho Association for the Education of Young Children (IAEYC) were to:

Secure ongoing state funding for home visiting programs

Support the early childhood workforce

Improve Idaho’s state child care licensing regulations

Steer Idaho’s Preschool Development Grant planning

Lead the governor’s Idaho Early Childhood Advisory Council

OUR IDAHO ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

45%97,894
$3,910 

Idaho

IDAHO LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Idaho’s legislative session was ending as COVID-19 hit. During the 

session, advocates scored both policy and budget wins. Budget cuts 

primarily impacted K-12. Child care has received a lot of attention 

in Idaho during the pandemic, which should help propel child care 

policies in the future.

https://idahoaeyc.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H549 revises provisions regarding child care facilities, provides for criminal history 

and background checks, provides standards for infant sleep areas, provides that 

persons guilty of certain offenses are ineligible for licensure, revises provisions 

regarding appeals of a suspension, revocation, or denial of a license (NCSL).

Child care Bill became law

Increased the state’s investment in home visiting and successfully advocated for 

Idaho to allow Medicaid billing of home visiting services. Home visiting programs 

are now able to better utilize virtual visits to reach new parents and pregnant 

women isolated during the pandemic and in financial crisis.

Home 

visiting

State 

appropriation

Advocacy resulted in DHW revising the emergency grant application, and 

government spent down the child care CARES Act funding.
CARES Admin change

Encouraged the state to apply for additional family food assistance through 

the Pandemic-EBT. Idaho was last state to participate in program, which is now 

providing food to 135,000 Idaho school children.

Infant and 

child health
Federal funds

Organized communities across Idaho to successfully urge governor to approve $15M 

in emergency rental assistance to those facing housing instability due to COVID-19. 
COVID-19

Received Idaho’s first federal Preschool Development Grant. Idaho AEYC was the 

lead agency. PDG win will lay the framework for moving early childhood policy 

forward in Idaho.

Preschool 

and pre-k
PDG

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Idaho—Idaho Association for the Education of Young 

Children—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Engage families of color and other Idahoans impacted by program inequities and access barriers to

inform the coalition’s policy agenda.

2. Expand access to early learning and preschool programs, especially for children of color.

3. Promote investments in Idaho’s child care industry as an economic recovery tool.

4. Increase Medicaid eligibility and benefits for kids and pregnant women.

5. Protect access to essential safety net services, including food assistance, housing assistance, and

the child care program in response to the COVID-19 recession and state budget cuts.

6. Secure long-term commitments in early childhood policy agenda from lawmakers and the governor.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

166,655 114,595 176,176 110 14,271

24% 61% 53% 9% 22%

Illinois Action for Children 

Chicago, IL

Illinois Action for Children and Start Early (formerly the Ounce of Prevention 

Fund) worked to:

Grow and strengthen the state’s early care and education system 

through an FY21 budget that invests significant dollars in core 

early childhood programs, including child care, home visiting, early 

intervention, and state-funded preschool, among others

Pass legislation to expand the state Medicaid program to cover 

doula and evidence-based home visiting services

Improve early childhood workforce compensation through rate 

increases and increased appropriations into existing grant programs

Pass legislation to create a robust statewide family and medical 

leave program

OUR ILLINOIS ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

37%495,760
$37,678 

Illinois

ILLINOIS LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Considering the fiscal climate in Illinois, retaining flat funding for all early 

childhood programs has been a victory. In May, the legislature approved a 

$42.8 billion budget for FY2021. The budget maintains and, in some instances, 

increases funding for early care and education programs and services.

Start Early

Chicago, IL

https://www.actforchildren.org/
https://startearly.org
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S1864 eases eligibility requirements to protect coverage for the duration of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and up to 12 months after for pregnant women and children 

with other groups in Medicaid and allows for presumptive eligibility up to twice per 

calendar year (NCSL).

COVID-19, 

Maternal 

health, Infant 

and child 

health
Bill became law

General Assembly appropriated more than $500M to a new Coronavirus Budget 

Interruption Grant (BIG) program, funded with federal CARES Act dollars. $260M 

of this will address closure and losses in child care and early childhood programs 

due to COVID-19. This is vital to ensuring that these programs can open to serve 

families as more Illinoisans return to work.

CARES

Illinois budget includes a $7M increase above FY20 ($115.9 million) to the Early 

Intervention program at Illinois DHS. Amendment increases Early Intervention 

Revolving Fund appropriation to $185M in FY20 and $195M in FY21. 

Early 

intervention State 

appropriation
S264 makes supplemental appropriations from the General Revenue Fund for the 

current fiscal year (NCSL).
Child care

Created the Child Care Restoration Grants, which will provide $270M to licensed 

child care providers to aid in the reopening of programs with new health and safety 

standards to keep children, teachers, and families safe.

CARES

Admin change
Instituted nearly $70M in rate increases for child care providers statewide.

Child care 

workforce

Established policies established for telehealth (“Live Video Visits”) in Part C Early 

Intervention following governor’s executive order on telehealth services during the 

public health emergency.

Infant and 

child health, 

COVID-19

Reduced copayments in the CCAP to no higher than 7 percent of a family’s income. Child care

Prevented any cuts to early childhood programs in the FY21 budget.
ECE 

unspecified
Defense

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Illinois—Illinois Action for Children, 

Start Early (formerly Ounce of Prevention Fund)—have prioritized key strategies 

and objectives for 2021:

1. Grow and strengthen the state’s early care and education system through

an FY22 budget that invests significant dollars in core early childhood
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programs, including child care, home visiting, Early Intervention, and 

state-funded preschool, among others. Prioritize increased funding 

to address minimizing salary disparities in the system.

2. Strengthen the early childhood workforce through identification of

and advocacy for innovations in higher education to improve access

to early childhood career pathways.

3. Build a broader base of support for significant early childhood

investments in FY21 and beyond through complementary messaging

linking the efforts of the Quality Alliance, the funding commission

coalition, and the prenatal-to-three coalition.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

172,705 54,757 46,076 292 6,469

33% 67% 55% 60% 36%

The priorities of Early Learning Indiana and the United Way of 

Central Indiana were to:

Reestablish an early learning coalition

Develop shared legislative priorities for 2021

OUR INDIANA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

40%301,575
$16,831 

Indiana

United Way of Central Indiana, 

Indianapolis, IN

Early Learning Indiana, 

Indianapolis, IN

INDIANA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Indiana’s legislative session ended in March, before the 

pandemic. Indiana had a healthy rainy day fund, so the state is 

just beginning to see the full fiscal impact of the pandemic with 

state agencies being asked to revert 15 percent of funds in 2020-

2021 fiscal year. So far, the fiscal climate has not impacted early 

childhood policy or funding. 

Allies helped the Office of Early Childhood and Out of School 

Learning gather information from providers and families during 

the pandemic that informed decisions by the governor that 

helped keep child care safe and open during the crisis.

https://uwci.org/
https://earlylearningin.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Secured language in legislation to connect early childhood education with 

Governor’s Workforce Cabinet, which previously focused exclusively on K-14.

Child care, 

Preschool 

and pre-k, 

K-3

Bill became law

S238 strengthens safety requirements at registered child care ministries (NCSL).

Child care

H1264 (child care background checks) requires employees and volunteers of a child 

care facility to submit to a national criminal history background check. Results of 

background check may be used as grounds for denial or revocation of a child care 

license or registration or eligibility for a child care and development fund voucher 

payment (NCSL).

H1265 requires testing of drinking water in school buildings, requires action if test 

indicates presence of lead equal to or greater than action level for lead, requires 

entities to seek state and federal money available for lead sampling or testing (NCSL).
Infant and 

child health
H1210 authorizes blood lead screening and newborn screening info to be entered 

into state immunization data registry, so providers and individual may access the 

health information (NCSL).

H1009 (Welfare Matters) provides that money earned by a student participating 

in a paid internship or work-based learning course is disregarded for determining 

eligibility for assistance for a child under TANF program and SNAP (NCSL).

Child 

welfare

.1 percent increase in FY20 General Fund from FY19. FY20 total: $34,360,246. 

There was an overall increase in child care from state and federal sources combined 

(Mincic, 2020).

Child care
State 

appropriation
35.9 percent in FY20 General Funds over FY19. Total FY20: $3,093,145 

(Mincic, 2020).

Home 

visiting

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Indiana—Early Learning 

Indiana, United Way of Central Indiana (convenes Indiana Early 

Childhood Education Coalition)—have prioritized key strategies and 

objectives for 2021:

1. Maintain state funding for Indiana’s On My Way Pre-k program,

serving 4-year-olds from low-income families, in the 2021 budget-

writing legislative session.
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2. Improve Indiana’s child care quality rating and improvement

system, Paths to QUALITY, by linking quality ratings to outcomes-

driven standards.

3. Establish an early childhood integrated data system for more

consistent, systematic, and comprehensive data reporting.

4. Foster a regulatory environment that supports and incentivizes the

creation of child-care networks in which providers benefit from

achieving administrative scale.

5. Change Indiana child care subsidy policy from funding attendance

to funding enrollment, and leveraging more innovative funding

mechanisms to ensure more stable and predictable funding.

6. Engage the Governor’s Workforce Cabinet in seeking solutions

to the obstacles businesses face with the current early childhood

education workforce.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

79,702 14,316 21,686 136 2,642

29% 68% 60% 57% 39%

The priorities of Common Good Iowa, formerly the Child and Family 

Policy Center, were to:

Increase child care subsidy eligibility to 185 percent of the 

Federal Poverty Level (FPL)

Increase child care provider reimbursement rates to the 

current market survey rate

Fund the newly developed children’s mental health system

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

35%126,195
$7,638 

OUR IOWA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Iowa

IOWA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The beginning of session was very bright with the introduction of several child 

care bills. Five of those bills passed the Republican-controlled House. However, the 

session came to a quick halt in March. When the legislature reconvened in June, 

the Senate failed to take up any of those bills, citing the dire budget.

Common Good Iowa

Iowa City, IA 

https://www.commongoodiowa.org
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S2299 provides for background checks for employees and students of certain 

facilities, providers, programs, and agencies (NCSL).

Child care 

workforce
Bill became law

4.7 percent increase in FY20 General Funds for pre-k over FY19. There was an 

overall increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined (Mincic, 2020).

Preschool 

and pre-k

State 

appropriation

Pressured the legislature and governor to provide the first increase in TANF 

funding in over 20 years.
TANF Admin change

Helped ensure zero cuts to critical programs for children and families despite a 

tough budget year.

ECE 

unspecified
Defense

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Iowa—Common Good Iowa, 

formerly Child and Family Policy Center—has prioritized key strategies and 

objectives for 2021:

1. Address barriers that take basic support (i.e., food, health care, work

reporting requirements) away from struggling families.

2. Direct Legislative Services Agency (LSA) to conduct racial impact

analysis of proposed legislation as part of each fiscal note.

3. Increase the child care assistance (CCA) family eligibility level to 185

percent of FPL to support more low-income families.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

65,066 11,692 34,021 334 3,085

29% 60% 56% 28% 35%

Kansas Action for Children 

Topeka, KS

Kansas Action for Children’s priorities were:

Make changes to eligibility, work requirements, and 

cross-programmatic consequences for family support 

programs to improve access for families

Conduct a multilayer statewide tour to engage 

local stakeholders

Increase access to child care assistance programs

OUR KANSAS ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

36%122,713
$7,757 

Kansas

KANSAS LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Advocates were poised to make positive changes for families, especially in support 

of child care. These wins would have been an achievement due to the fractious 

environment created by disagreement on Medicaid Expansion and a proposed 

constitutional amendment. 

Because the 2020 session was incredibly short due to the pandemic, it was difficult 

to accomplish goals. Since the session ended, more has been achieved for children, 

families, and child care providers through advocacy with state agencies and the 

Children’s Cabinet and via the CARES Act. No drastic changes to the budget were 

made in the special session.

https://www.kac.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Language from SB485 was added to amend work participation requirements 

for TANF cash assistance to include in-home parenting skills training for a single 

parent with a child between 3 months and 1 year of age. This was a much-needed 

revision to help support infants and parents.

Home 

visiting

Bill became law
Language was added to the budget bill directing the Department for Children and 

Families to use money from TANF Fund, upon request of school districts, for the 

packaging, storing, and distributing of excess foods from school lunches to send 

home with qualifying students, provided the school follows food safety guidelines 

issued by the Kansas Department of Agriculture.

Infant and 

child health

The legislature added $2M, all from the State General Fund, for the Infant and 

Toddler Program (Tiny-K) for FY21.

Early 

intervention

State 

appropriation

Prevented, for third year in a row, changes to tax system that would have reduced 

revenue to the detriment of supporting the needs of kids and families. No 

significant tax bills passed this year before the legislature adjourned. Kansas Action 

for Children was the lead advocacy organization testifying against the “windfall” 

tax changes, which would have unlinked the state tax code from the federal one 

and benefited big corporations and those with higher incomes. 

ECE 

unspecified

Defense

Ensured no reductions in funding for Early Childhood Block Grant programs within 

the Children’s Initiatives Fund (CIF) if possible. CIF is the main source of funding 

for early learning programs in Kansas. CIF saw stable funding without significant 

change. Its total budget is just under $52M, with $18M of that total going toward 

block grant programs.

Child care, 

Preschool 

and pre-k, 

Home 

visiting

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Kansas—Kansas Action for Children—has prioritized key strategies and 

objectives for 2021:

1. Build public understanding and support of work and family support programs so Kansans will advocate to eliminate

barriers caused by the HOPE Act.

2. Improve Medicaid and CHIP for children and new parents by lengthening eligibility periods and expanding services.

3. Train and support child care providers and parents in state and federal advocacy for increased investment in child care.

4. Conduct a culturally responsive public awareness campaign about the importance of brain development in early

childhood and safe, stable, and nurturing environments.

5. Increase enrollment in the child care assistance program through digital advocacy, public education, and encouraging

local investments in referral services.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

147,547 31,037 17,527 - 3,243

40% 72% 60% - 35%

Prichard Committee for 

Academic Excellence 

Lexington, KY

The top priorities of Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence were to:

Increase eligibility for both public preschool and child care to 

200 percent of FPL

Increase reimbursements for both preschool and child care to 

support the true cost of quality

Sustain investment in HANDS early home visiting program

Support strategic, phased-in investment plan to increase public 

funding for child care assistance by $251 million and for public 

preschool by $80 million by 2026

OUR KENTUCKY ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

45%212,642
$11,867 

Kentucky

KENTUCKY LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The 2020 Session of the Kentucky General Assembly will be remembered for the impact of the 

COVID-19 pandemic: a shortened session and the adoption of a one-year budget due to the uncertainty 

about the impact of the crisis on state revenue, which held spending on early childhood programs at 

current levels. The Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence led the Big, Bold Ask for Education in 

the state’s early childhood through postsecondary systems. The $1 billion ask by 2026 included $251 

million for child care assistance and $80 million for public preschool. The initiative did not pass in 2020, 

and the Prichard Committee will return in January 2021 to finish up the biennium. 

https://www.prichardcommittee.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S40 requires frontline staff to submit to national and state fingerprint-supported 

background checks, defines the term “staff member,” requires national and state 

fingerprint-supported background checks of staff members of child placing 

agencies in the commonwealth and staff members of child caring facilities (NCSL). Child care

Bill became law

S45 establishes operational standards for child care centers in the state, sets forth 

nutrition standards, physical activity standards, screen time standards, and sugary 

drink standards (NCSL).

S60 (Spinal Muscular Atrophy Newborn Screening) adds spinal muscular atrophy 

to the list of heritable conditions tested at birth (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health, 

COVID-19

S177 (Coronavirus Outbreak and School Districts Status, Child Nutrition) allows 

school districts to be reimbursed under the federal R.B. Russell National School 

Lunch Act for any meals and meal supplements that may be prepared and served 

by the district, including but not limited to waivers allowing service in non-

congregate settings and reducing the mandatory wait times between serving 

meals, during any time that a district is closed to students in relation to the 

COVID-19 public health emergency (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health, 

COVID-19

With onset of COVID-19, advocates helped to maintain public funding for both 

child care assistance and public preschool in a newly constrained state budget.

Child care, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

Defense

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Kentucky—Prichard Committee for Academic 

Excellence—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Amplify the message that child care is essential to increase access to quality preschool and child

care (center/family-based), to support both kindergarten readiness and working families.

2. Protect and, to the extent possible, increase funding for child care, public preschool, and HANDS

home-visiting program in budget sessions this fall and early 2021.

3. Align higher education, professional development, and career pathways to early childhood

education credentials that will increase the quality of the workforce and advance the profession.

4. Promote policy and regulatory guidance that support more high-quality family-based child care

by working with the Governor’s Office of Early Childhood and Division of Child Care.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

92,374 127,972 23,678 1,103 1,564

34% 68% 54% 57% 18%

Louisiana Policy Institute for Children 

New Orleans, LA

Louisiana Policy Institute for Children (LPIC) had six priorities:

Maintain funding for early care and education amidst record-breaking 

drops in state revenue

Extend the Early Childhood Care and Education Commission and 

establish a fiscal work group

Appropriate $25.1 million to fund seats in quality care for working 

families and families looking for work

Utilize federal aid to support the early care and education sector

Include an appropriation or establish a funding stream to the Early 

Childhood Education Fund

Promote the importance of funding early care and education to 

municipal governments

OUR LOUISIANA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

48%258,419
$9,813 

Louisiana

https://www.policyinstitutela.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB251 extends the Early Childhood Care & Education Commission through 

2022. The commission will focus on developing more specific plans to fund the 

commission’s plans to date and integrate family child care into the state’s QRIS 

with additional public funding. 

Child care

Bill became law
HB474 amends the Children’s Code, which relates to mandatory reporters of child 

abuse and neglect. It provides for training requirements for certain mandatory 

reporters, requires teaching and child care providers to complete an annual 

training on mandatory reporter laws, and provides for the retention of records of 

completion (NCSL).

Secured a dedicated funding stream to the ECE Fund; In 2020 special legislative 

session, LPIC helped secure the passage of a bill that dedicates a portion of taxes 

from fantasy sports betting revenue to the Louisiana ECE Fund, a matching fund 

for local investments in ECE. State 

appropriation

11.8 percent increase in General Funds for pre-k in FY20 over FY19 (Mincic, 2020). 

There was an overall increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined 

from FY19 to FY20.

Preschool 

and pre-k

LPIC assisted the Louisiana Department of Education in drafting an emergency 

policy in March that moved Child Care Assistance Program (CCAP) payments from 

attendance to enrollment, which has provided valuable stability for ECE providers 

and families. 

Child care Admin change

LPIC maintained ECE’s additional funding allocated in 2019 and prevented any 

ECE funding cuts in the state’s 2020 budget. As a result of these efforts and 

the utilization of CARES Act funds to expand access to the children of essential 

workers, the number of Louisiana children served by CCAP increased from 13,200 

in October 2019 to 24,510 in July 2020. 

ECE 

unspecified
Defense

LOUISIANA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
At the beginning of 2020, funding early care and education was slated to be a legislative priority for 

Louisiana. Then the pandemic hit, and budgets were decimated. Fortunately, existing funding for early care 

and education was protected in the state budget and the state was able to utilize federal stimulus money for 

provider grants. In August, LPIC secured the governor’s commitment to hire a new Early Childhood Policy 

Advisor to ensure coordination of state agencies and departments behind a common plan, developed by 

LPIC, to increase access to quality early care and education. As of November 2020, negotiations are ongoing 

regarding placing an Early Childhood Education Policy Advisor in the Governor’s Office.
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Louisiana—Louisiana Policy 

Institute for Children—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Advance the implementation of the LA B to 3 Plan by working with the

Louisiana Early Childhood Care and Education Commission to develop

bipartisan support behind a plan to increase sustainable funding for

early care and education and integrate family child care homes into

plans to expand access.

2. Engage policy makers in developing and implementing policies that

advance LPIC’s priorities within the Louisiana Department of Education,

state Board of Elementary and Secondary Education, Governor’s

Office and other Louisiana executive branch departments, Louisiana

Legislature, local municipalities, and early childhood community

networks, as appropriate.

3. Maintain, mobilize, educate, and grow the LPIC’s stakeholder network

with a focus on business leaders, grassroots advocacy organizations,

child care centers, and parents.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

39,995 2,471 1,527 250 1,213

39% 71% 46% 33% 82%

Maine Children’s Alliance 

Augusta, ME

Priorities of Maine Children’s Alliance were to:

Implement the new early childhood mental health 

consultation program

Work with the administration on legislation to improve 

access to Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and 

Treatment Services for children from birth to 8 years of age

Organize support for legislation relating to the Early Head 

Start-Child Care Partnership program (LD 1760)

OUR MAINE ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

40%46,777
$3,934 

Maine

MAINE LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Maine’s legislative session adjourned on March 17 in response to COVID-19. A 

stripped-down supplemental budget was quickly enacted during the session’s 

final days. The legislature reconvened in August to vote on the hundreds of 

remaining bills, including early childhood education bills.

https://www.mekids.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

LD2119 amends laws governing Maternal, Fetal, and Infant Mortality Review Panel 

to require the review of maternal deaths that occur within one year of giving 

birth (NCSL).

Maternal 

health
Bill became law

Helped pass an increase of $4M to support expansion of public preschool 

programs in supplemental budget.

Preschool 

and pre-k

State 

appropriation

0.2 percent increase in FY20 General Funds ($1,933,000) over FY19 (Mincic, 2020).
Home 

visiting

Supported the investment of $1.4M in supplemental budget to strengthen Maine’s 

Early Intervention system, Child Development Services. There was a 5.6 percent 

increase in General Funds from FY19 to FY20 (NCSL).

Early 

intervention

Helped to secure $33.4M from CARES Act funding to support child care for 

school-age children and stabilize child care providers.
CARES

Admin change
Worked with legislators and administration to encourage financial incentives to 

support more infant care in Maine’s child care subsidy system. Beginning July 1, 

2020, providers received an additional $100 per week, per infant, and an additional 

10 percent quality bump payment. After 3 months, $268,585 had been reimbursed 

to CCSP providers, representing 1,057 children served.

Child care, 

Child care 

workforce

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Maine—Maine Children’s Alliance— 

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Improve child health by increasing access to preventative and comprehensive

health services for low-income children under Medicaid/EPSDT.

2. Advocate for Maine to adopt the Help Me Grow model to improve screening,

identification, and coordination of health and early intervention services for

young children.

3. Advocate for the administration and legislature to prioritize children’s social- 

emotional development and mental health needs during public health crisis.

4. Advocate for resources for an early childhood system to support children

and their parents during the COVID-19 crisis and beyond.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

41,444 76,765 46,917 212 9,264

16% 41% 43% 22% 26%

Maryland Family Network 

Baltimore, MD

The priorities of the Maryland Family Network were to:

Enact landmark education reform, including a dramatic 

expansion of public pre-k for 3- and 4-year-olds

Pass Paid Family Leave legislation for all Maryland families

Protect recent major investments in child care

OUR MARYLAND ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (D)

29%187,973
$19,642 

Maryland

MARYLAND LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
FY2020 brought unique and unprecedented challenges to Maryland Family Network and the families 

with young children on whose behalf they advocate. The 2020 Legislative Session abruptly closed on 

March 18, nearly three weeks ahead of schedule, the first early adjournment since the Civil War. 

The sprint to the finish included the passage of “Blueprint for Maryland’s Future–Implementation,” 

which is arguably the state’s most important piece of legislation in decades. The Maryland Family 

Network helped win passage of this landmark education reform legislation. The Maryland Family 

Network provided key support for a proposed $45.6 million expansion of early childhood initiatives 

in the FY2021 budget, including pre-k, Family Support Centers, early interventions for children with 

special needs, and professional development for child care providers. 

Governor Larry Hogan vetoed the Blueprint bill in May, citing “the economic fallout from this pandemic” 

as the basis for his decision. An override vote is expected once the General Assembly convenes, either 

in a special session or in the 2021 Legislative Session. 

https://www.marylandfamilynetwork.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H837 (Public Health Maternal Mortality) requires Cultural and Linguistic Health 

Care Professional Competency Program to establish and provide an evidence-

based implicit bias training program for health care professionals involved in 

perinatal care of patients (NCSL).

Maternal 

health, 

Racial 

equity

Bill became law

S872/H959 (Health Insurance Consumer Protections) prohibits carriers from 

excluding or limiting certain benefits, including CDC-recommended vaccines, or 

denying coverage because a health condition was present before or on a certain 

date (NCSL).

Maternal 

health, 

Infant and 

child health

S760 (Student Meal Programs) requires a public school to notify a student’s parent 

or legal guardian about status of school meal accounts, prohibits a public school 

from communicating about unpaid meal debt directly with student, prohibits a 

public school from taking actions in response to unpaid meal debt, authorizes a 

public school to provide an alternative meal (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health

S1080 authorized emergency powers for governor for the duration of March 5, 

2020, emergency declaration. Requires private insurance carries and Maryland 

Medicaid program to cover cost of a future COVID-19 vaccine (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health, 

COVID-19

$15M in additional federal funds allocated for child care subsidies, although 

concerns remain that this program may be cut in near future. 
CARES Admin change

Successfully resisted $5M cut to child care subsidy program and protected a 

previously enacted major subsidy rate increase.
Child care Defense

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Maryland—Maryland Family Network—has 

prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Advocate an override of the governor’s veto of “Blueprint for Maryland’s Future,” landmark

legislation that will dramatically expand public pre-k and family support services.

2. Reconvene and expand the Time to Care Coalition to enact paid family and medical leave

for Maryland workers.

3. Educate lawmakers about the negative impact of the pandemic on child care and

advocate supports that will allow providers to “open strong” and achieve sustainability.

4. Protect major recent investments in child care subsidy rates and scholarship eligibility,

which are highly vulnerable due to pandemic-related fiscal distress.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

54,193 21,729 70,303 661 6,611

15% 43% 53% 45% 15%

Strategies for Children 

Boston, MA

Strategies for Children had four priorities:

Sustain and expand preschool expansion in local communities

K-12 funding reform: engage school districts seeking to invest 

in preschool

Support the new Commissioner of Early Education and Care 

during her transition

Secure local funding to support the Massachusetts Partnership 

for Infants and Toddlers

OUR MASSACHUSETTS ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (D)

26%167,186
$35,182 

Massachusetts

MASSACHUSETTS LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
As of late November, Massachusetts has not passed a FY21 budget. State leaders are waiting 

to see how much tax revenue is available, and if there will be more federal relief to states and 

child care specifically. The child care sector lost an estimated $250 million each month of the 

state’s three-month closure period, due to the loss of private pay fees.

Since COVID-19 hit, the new goal of preventing the collapse of the child care industry has 

superseded the ally’s prior goals. 

http://www.strategiesforchildren.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

38 percent increase in FY20 General Fund over FY19. FY20 total is $185,239,872. 

There was an overall increase in child care from state and federal sources combined 

(NCSL).

Child care

State 

appropriation

3.5 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19. Total in FY20 is $15,438,152 

(Mincic, 2020).

Home 

visiting

25 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19 for Head Start State 

Supplement. Total in FY20 is $12,000,000 (Mincic, 2020).
Head Start

8.8 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19 for Early Childhood Mental 

Health. Total in FY20 is $696,953 (Mincic, 2020).

Infant and 

child health

Budget establishes a new $500,000 Early Education and Care (EEC) Public-Private 

Trust Fund to provide technical assistance to child care providers in their reopening 

and recovery efforts. Nonsubsidized providers make up 50 percent of all licensed 

programs. These programs are facing dire financial hardship and are ineligible for 

CARES Act funding or other future aid that would flow through CCDBG. 

Child care, 

Child care 

workforce

Work of Strategies for Children led to executive order to allow licensed programs 

to expand their licenses to care for school-age children during hybrid learning, 

and a new license-exempt designation for Remote Learning Enrichment Programs, 

new arrangements that entities can operate with partnership and approval from 

local municipalities.

K-3 Exec order

CARES Act funding for child care was appropriated through the state's supplemental 

budget. This budget includes $45.6M in child care funding that EEC will administer 

as reopening grants to providers who serve subsidized children or essential 

workers. It also included emergency child care—$36M to cover EEC costs in 

administering emergency child care for essential workers and covering parent 

fees for state-subsidized providers. 

CARES
Admin 

change

Helped to create new emergency system of child care, providing free child care for 

children of essential workers from March 23-July 3. Emergency child care enrolled 

4,700 children at its peak. During closures, EEC paid for emergency child care for 

essential workers, available at more than 500 sites statewide. 

Child care, 

COVID-19

Admin 

change
Department of Public Health is directed to collect and publish COVID-19 

positive cases among child care staff, children, and families, in coordination with 

Department of Early Education and Care.

Department of Early Education and Care made a commitment to continue to pay all 

subsidy providers based on enrollment numbers in March 2020. 
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Massachusetts—Strategies for Children—

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Sustain child care in the time of COVID-19 by advocating for public funding

and policies that help the system recover and rebuild stronger, informed by

changes in parents’ demand and program supply.

2. Continue our advocacy for investments in high-quality early education and

care, including preschool expansion, affordable child care, and workforce.

3. Develop and strengthen existing supports and TA for the early care and

education (ECE) community in response to the pandemic (e.g., daily calls,

advocacy webinar series, facilitating local collaborations), informed by lessons

learned from our Community Readiness initiative.

4. Develop a “speakers bureau” for ECE advocacy that includes educators,

directors, family child providers, parents, and emerging leaders that reflects

the demographics of the people most impacted by policy decisions, using our

Collective Statement on Racial Justice as the foundation.

5. Advance the work of the Massachusetts Partnership for Infants and Toddlers

by documenting and sharing lessons learned during COVID-19 (e.g., program

adaptations for family engagement).
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

223,241 105,374 51,522 2,325 7,193

33% 66% 58% 61% 24%

Michigan Council for Maternal & 

Child Health 

Lansing, MI

Michigan’s Children 

Lansing, MI

The priorities of Michigan Council for Maternal and Child Health and 

Michigan’s Children were to:

Require that all state department employees and local 

providers, providers (i.e., health care, education, and child 

care) who serve and interact with families and young children 

participate in implicit bias training

Support state plan to improve maternal and infant outcomes 

with legislation and appropriations to extend Medicaid 

coverage for pregnant women to 12 months postpartum 

and create universal offering of a postpartum check-in to all 

women and newborn babies

Fill child care, early intervention, and home visiting workforce 

shortages with compensation and retention strategies

Expand home visiting through full utilization of federal funding 

and require system integration to provide families with options 

that best meet their goals

OUR MICHIGAN ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

41%423,679
$10,688 

Michigan

http://www.mcmch.org/
https://www.michiganschildren.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S468 provides for the protection of children through the licensing and regulation 
of child care organizations and for the establishment of standards of care for child 
care organizations.

Child care Bill became law

Achieved big wins in FY21 state budget with an additional $23.5M ($12.6M state 
General Fund) dedicated to “Healthy Moms, Healthy Babies” including Medicaid 
postpartum extension, 500 new home visiting slots, cross-agency home visiting 
infrastructure support, and expanded behavioral health services for pregnant/
postpartum women and new families. 

Maternal 
health, 
Home 

visiting, 
Infant and 

child health

State 
appropriation1.5 percent increase in FY20 ($40,029,100) General Fund over FY19 (Mincic, 2020).

Child care
Michigan legislators included $26M to expand access to child care for families by 
increasing the income eligibility from 130 percent to 150 percent of FPL.

Percentage increase in General Funds for Great Start Readiness Program 
(Mincic, 2020).

Preschool 
and pre-k

Actively worked with state agencies to ensure that home visiting programs 
continued to receive funding for virtual home visits regardless of the caseload of 
home visitors. 

Home 
visiting

Admin change 
including 

Medicaid policy

Persuaded the governor to highlight racial disparities in maternal and infant health 
in State of the State address and propose creating an implicit bias training task 
force that led to requirement for implicit bias training for all health professionals 
(Executive Directive 2020-07).

Maternal 
health, 

Infant and 
child health, 
Racial equity

Exec order

No specific cuts were made to maternal and child health.

Home 
visiting, 
Maternal 

health

Defense

MICHIGAN LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Even as the state budget shortfalls in both FY20 and FY21 continued to grow, early 

childhood advocates still had receptive ears in both the Governor’s Office and the legislature. 

Policymakers said they would make young children a priority before COVID-19 hit, and they 

made good on their promises.

Though the pandemic stymied efforts, Michigan allies worked together to develop and advance 

maternal and child health policies that included increased access to home visiting and prenatal 

care, expanded social/emotional supports for mother and child, intervention services for 

children, and a focus on racial disparities. 
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Michigan—Michigan Council 

for Maternal and Child Health, Michigan’s Children—have prioritized key 

strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Require that all state department employees and local providers (i.e.,

health care, education, and child care) who serve and interact with

families and young children participate in implicit bias training.

2. Support state plan to improve maternal and infant outcomes with

legislation and appropriations to extend Medicaid coverage for

pregnant women to 12 months postpartum and create universal

offering of a postpartum check-in to all women and newborn babies.

3. Fill child care, early intervention, and home visiting workforce

shortages with compensation and retention strategies.

4. Expand home visiting through full utilization of federal funding and

require system integration to provide families with options that best

meet their goals.

5. Build and sustain momentum to transform Michigan’s child care system

to truly address equity and access issues.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

73,439 43,659 28,312 5,457 16,670

17% 68% 47% 65% 45%

West Central Initiative

Fergus Falls, MN

Children’s Defense Fund Minnesota 

St. Paul, MN

Three allies, Children’s Defense Fund Minnesota, Minnesota Prenatal to Three 

(PN-3) Coalition, and West Central Initiative Fund, had the following priorities:

Increase Child Care Assistance Program rates for providers

Increase reimbursement rates for infants and toddlers to

100 percent of the most recent market survey and all other children   

to the 75 percent rate in order to reach federal compliance

Provide Paid Family & Medical Leave through a statewide       

insurance plan

Increase access to culturally responsive, trauma-informed prenatal, 

primary, specialty, mental health, and oral health care

Support the development of a common intake form to increase 

coordination and efficiency across early childhood programs

and services

Expand early learning scholarships to include income eligibility for    

all infants and toddlers

OUR MINNESOTA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (R)

28%178,211
$23,929 

Minnesota

Minnesota was the only state in 2020 with a split legislature, in which each party controlled 
one chamber of the legislature.

Minnesota Prenatal to Three (PN-3) Coalition

Fergus Falls, MN

https://www.wcif.org/
https://cdf-mn.org/
https://www.wcif.org/what-we-do/programs/early-childhood/pn-3-policy.html
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H33b (Education Policy Changes), among other provisions, prohibited suspensions 

within public preschool programs.

Preschool 

and pre-k, 

K-3
Bill passed into 

lawHelped pass $65 million in increased funding to boost provider reimbursement 

rates up to 25th percentile of most recent survey (2018) for Child Care Assistance 

Program. This legislation brings Minnesota into minimum federal compliance and 

supports providers serving low-income children and families.

Child care, 

Child care 

workforce

Helped secure $30 million state funding in Emergency Child Care Grants to family 

child care providers and center providers open and serving emergency and 

essential workers. 

Child care
State 

appropriation

Helped secure $110 million in COVID-19 relief funds to support licensed child care 

providers (family, center, and school-based program) remaining open during the 

public health emergency.
CARES Admin change

Helped secure $1 million in CARES funding to support FFN Care to help offset 

additional costs of providing care during the pandemic and keeping essential 

workers working—the first public investment in FFN providers since 2009.

MINNESOTA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Minnesota’s divided legislature has impeded progress on some key policy priorities that affect inequities 

for children and families. The year began with a budget surplus of $1.5 billion, which changed to a deficit 

of $2.4 billion after COVID-19 hit. State leaders are projecting a deficit of $4.7 billion in the next biennial 

budget. Minnesota allies co-chaired and served as lead policy experts on legislation providing up to 12 

weeks of paid medical leave and 12 weeks of paid family leave with robust employment protections and 

broad definition of family. Unfortunately, this bill passed only the House of Representatives.

The achievements of the Minnesota allies resulted in 90 percent of licensed child care providers remaining 

open during the public health emergency.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Minnesota—Children’s Defense Fund Minnesota, Minnesota Prenatal 

to Three (PN-3) Coalition, West Central Initiative Fund—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Increase access to early care and education through the creation of a dedicated revenue source to support

expansion of CCAP, ELS, and other resources.

2. Increase the number of families that access paid leave to care for themselves or family members through a

state insurance program and/or other strategies.

3. Increase access to geographically and culturally responsive, trauma-informed health and mental health care

prenatally through early childhood to improve health and early learning outcomes.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

58,215 93,891 10,311 935 1,560

37% 68% 69% 76% 37%

Mississippi First 

Jackson, MS

The priorities of Mississippi First were to:

Increase the per-pupil funding for pre-k from $4,300 to $5,000

Expand the state-funded pre-k program to reach 25 percent of kids 

within the next five years

Build a deep bench of legislative champions

OUR MISSISSIPPI ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

53%171,419
$5,746 

Mississippi

Over half the young children in Mississippi are considered low income. Only three other states share this distinction. 

MISSISSIPPI LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Prepandemic, Mississippi First was on track to receive not only a rate increase in 

pre-k per-pupil funding but also a major program expansion. The pandemic wreaked 

havoc on the budget, and focus shifted to prioritizing funding for the rate increase. 

Mississippi First successfully advocated for an increase in the pre-k per-pupil rate 

from $4,300 to $5,000 by inserting the language for the rate increase directly into 

the budget bill. 

https://www.mississippifirst.org/
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Mississippi—Mississippi First—has 

prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Make the FY21 pre-k rate increase to $5000 per child permanent by

passing authorizing legislation to lockin the change.

2. Expand the pre-k program to reach 25 percent of Mississippi children by

2025.

State Progress Issue Type of Win

Helped secure a rate increase for the state pre-k program, moving from $4,300 to 

$5,000 per child as the minimum cost.

Preschool 

and pre-k

State 

appropriation
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

180,044 52,632 27,476 1,091 1,920

37% 63% 57% 41% 22%

Kids Win Missouri 

St. Louis, MO

Kids Win Missouri worked on these priorities:

Expand access to voluntary, effective home visiting programs and 

services for families from prenatal to age five

Support the early childhood workforce: implement strategies 

to improve salaries, benefits, and working conditions for early 

childhood and after school educators; support compensation parity 

across early learning programs (birth-2nd grade); and establish 

a coordinated professional development system to reflect the 

principles and indicators of National Association for the Education of 

Young Children’s (NAEYC) Blueprint for State and Early Childhood 

Professional Development Systems

Increase safety, quality, and coordination of early childhood programs

OUR MISSOURI ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

42%279,247
$10,104 

Missouri

MISSOURI LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The COVID-19 pandemic shortened the time of the legislative session by about 30 percent, and its 

economic impact forced legislators to drastically change the proposed FY2021 budget. Within three 

weeks, budget leaders cut approximately $700 million from traditional revenue sources utilizing the 

budget proposed by Governor Parson in January as a baseline. The ally’s work during the session was a 

combination of defense and promoting relief for early learning stakeholders.

http://kidswinmissouri.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB1682 extends Medicaid coverage for postpartum depression and related mental 
health conditions up to one year after birth (NCSL). 

Maternal 
health

Bill passed into 
law

HB1414 reforms Missouri’s foster care system and provides additional supports to 
homeless children: 1) ensures homeless youth have access to a free birth certificate, 
Medicaid, and can contract to receive mental health care, 2) clarifies that a child’s 
attendance in court hearings should only take place when the judge and family 
support believe it’s in the best interest of the child, 3) creates temporary alternative 
placement agreements, a mechanism to provide services to parents and family 
placement to ensure safety of children not brought into foster care, 4) ensures 
timely risk assessments within 72 hours of child abuse and neglect reports, 5) 
ensures foster parents have access, at the time of placement, to full medical records 
of their foster child, and 6) fixes a background check duplication issue for child care 
providers (saving them at least $40 per employee) and allows for non-expiring child 
care licenses.

Child 
welfare, 

Child care 
workforce

Supported child care providers and families by encouraging the state to provide financial 
relief and assistance through its allocation of more than $66M in CARES Act funds.

CARES Admin change

2.2 percent increase in FY20 ($33,504,053) General Fund over FY19 (Mincic, 2020). 
There was an overall increase in child care from state and federal sources combined.

Child care

State 
appropriation

Missouri had percentage increase in General Funds for Early Childhood Program/
MO Preschool Program and Early Childhood Development, Education and Care 
Programs for low-income families from FY19 to FY20 (NCSL). There was an overall 
increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined.

Preschool 
and pre-k

65.9 percent increase in General Funds from FY20 ($4,611,500) over FY19 (Mincic, 
2020).

Home visiting

Early Childhood Special Education: 6.4 percent increase in FY20 ($36,013,040) over 
FY19 in Dedicated Funds (Early Childhood Development, Education and Care Fund 
funds; lottery funds for education) (NCSL).

Early 
intervention

Helped secure $3 million in Medicaid matching funds for home visiting programs; 
General Assembly approved budget language to allow home visiting programs to 
draw down a federal Medicaid match, increasing funding for family supports.

Home 
visiting

Federal funds

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Missouri—Kids Win Missouri—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Develop a statewide “North Star” policy agenda that builds a stronger early childhood system in Missouri and increases

access to high quality, equitable, and sustainable early care and education.

2. Expand access to voluntary, effective home visiting programs and services for families from prenatal to age 5.

3. Protect state funding for early childhood programs and services.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

27,969 204 2,096 9,220 230

34% 100% 46% 82% 65%

Zero to Five 

Helena, MT

The top priorities for Zero to Five Montana were to:

Draft legislation through the legislative Education Interim Committee to 
establish public preschool in Montana

Launch the Family Forward Montana Initiative to identify family-friendly 
policies and practices, engage employers/business leaders in child care 
solutions, and work toward increasing access and affordability of child 
care in areas of the state where quality child care does not meet the 
demand of working parents

Develop an infant through age three policy agenda, including expansion 
of maternal, infant, and early childhood home visiting and/or universal 
home visiting strategies, access to quality child care, and feasibility of 
cooperative child care and shared services 

Identify policy avenues to identify funding for indigenous language 
supports in early childhood in partnership with tribal colleges and tribal 
early childhood programs 

Conduct a poll among likely voters to understand public policy support 
for child care and public preschool. Utilize data for policy and advocacy 
strategies in the 2020 election and the 2021 legislation session

Secure additional funding to support child care providers and families 
in response to COVID-19

OUR MONTANA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

40%42,062
$2,574 

Montana

https://www.zerotofive.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

18.2 percent increase in FY20 ($10,200,456) General Fund over FY19 (Mincic, 2020). 

There was an overall increase in child care from state and  federal sources combined.
Child care

State 

appropriation

MONTANA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
The Montana early childhood landscape in 2020 started off strong. Advocates came out of a tough 

legislative session in 2019. With a new strategy, they began working closely with the Montana 

Education Interim Committee to outline a bill draft through the committee. The budget outlook initially 

looked promising, but due to COVID-19, the outlook has shifted for the 2021 Legislative Session. 

Montana did not have a legislative session in 2020. Zero to Five delivered on its priorities for 2020. 

Zero to Five engaged in statewide grassroots advocacy, collected and promoted parents’ experiences 

related to child care, and partnered with state agency programs and the Office of the Governor to 

allocate $50 million of CARES Act funding to child care providers and families. This amount was in 

addition to the $10.1 million in CARES Act Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG) funding 

for Montana. In addition, Zero to Five conducted Montana’s first ever public opinion polling on voter 

attitudes about child care and pre-kindergarten.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Montana—Zero to Five Montana—

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Pass legislation to establish a state-funded preschool program.

2. Convene a cross-sector state-level leadership team to develop a robust

infant and toddler child care infrastructure strategy. One short-term action

this year is to pilot a community-based shared services or cooperative

model feasibility study.

3. Build legislative champions for early childhood.

4. Collaborate with Tribal Child Care, Tribal Head Start, and Tribal Colleges to

update the preschool education standards to include tribal language and

culture ahead of the 2021 legislative session.

5. Develop a local/grassroots advocacy strategy to align and mobilize on

early childhood policy issues.

6. Recruit businesses to implement Family Forward Montana policy solutions,

including policies to increase child care access and paid family leave.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

37,312 8,906 20,372 1,387 1,924

23% 64% 47% 54% 50%

First Five Nebraska 

Lincoln, NE

First Five Nebraska’s priorities were to:

Pass legislation to resolve eligibility issues with the state’s 

School Readiness Tax Credit program and allow family home 

child care providers and S Corps to access the refundable tax 

credit and the nonrefundable tax credit

Engage the business sector to impact early childhood and 

local economic development policies

Continue to work with public and private partners to support 

the early childhood industry amid the COVID-19 pandemic

OUR NEBRASKA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

UNICAMERAL LEGISLATURE WITHOUT 
PARTISAN AFFILIATIONS 
GOVERNOR (R)

N/A
ALIGNMENT

33%77,205
$4,625 

Nebraska

NEBRASKA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
In 2020, Nebraska senators introduced 10 new early childhood bills. First Five 

Nebraska lobbied in support of these bills and worked with members to pass four 

new bills and one carryover bill from last session. Despite concerns about the 

budget, no cuts were made to the early childhood budget lines.

http://www.firstfivenebraska.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

LB266 allows all self-employed family home providers and child care programs 
classified as S Corp to access Nebraska’s School Readiness Tax Credit program. 

Child care 
workforce

Bill became law

LB1160 requires a plan to develop the NE Workforce and Educational Reporting 
System, a lifelong learning and workforce longitudinal data system. Reporting 
system will enable the training of tomorrow’s workforce. Department of Labor will 
identify long-term ROI from early education programs. 

LB1185 requires license-exempt providers that accept the child care subsidy to 
meet federal background check standards. Child care, 

Child care 
workforceLB837 helps child care providers pay for the cost of fingerprinting and 

background checks.

LB755 adds spinal muscular atrophy to list of newborn screenings (NCSL).
Infant and 

child health

LB1061 provides guidance for the types of child welfare cases that can utilize 
alternative response, gives the department certain responsibilities for developing 
procedures, rules, and regulations for these cases, and how they must be reported.

Child 
welfare

Exec order

4.2 percent increase in FY20 General Funds for pre-k over FY19. There was an 
overall increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined (Mincic, 2020).

Preschool 
and pre-k

State 
appropriation

1.7 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19. Total in FY20 is $1,100,000 
(Mincic, 2020).

Home 
visiting

4.2 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19. FY20 total is $500,000,000 
for Early Childhood Education Fund (Mincic, 2020).

ECE 
unspecified

4.2 percent increase in FY20 General Funds for Nurturing Health Behaviors from 
FY19. FY20 total is $400,000 (Mincic, 2020).

Infant and 
child health

Collaborated with the NE Department of Health and Human Services to create a 
series of grants for child care providers using additional CCDBG funding from the 
CARES Act.

CARES Admin change

Prevented cuts to early childhood programs in the budget.
ECE 

unspecified
Defense
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Nebraska—First Five Nebraska—

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Increase the number of participants in Step Up to Quality (SUTQ), the 

state’s quality rating improvement system, by reauthorizing the School 

Readiness Tax Credit and by working with the Department of Education 

to implement administrative changes that will help more providers more 

easily move up in SUTQ.

2. Build more early childhood advocates by building upon Nebraska’s public/

private partnership tradition and engaging the business and economic 

development communities.

3. Maintain the early childhood budget lines in next year’s state budget cycle 

by educating and working with our partners in state government.

4. Increase the number of child care providers in areas with limited child care 

options by introducing legislation to develop the Intergenerational Care 

Facility Incentive Cash Fund. This legislation will provide start-up grants to 

nursing facilities that decide to build or partner with a child care program.

5. Assemble a Governance and Finance Task Force and eliminate categorical 

barriers that prevent offering full-day, year-round, high-quality early care 

and education for children 0-5 and their families, regardless of the setting.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

26,960 17,874 74,085 640 4,881

23% 51% 56% 25% 28%

Children’s Advocacy Alliance 

Las Vegas, NV

The Children’s Advocacy Alliance’s priorities were to:

Expand access to community-based programs, such as 

home visiting, community health workers, and home-based 

child care programs

Increase access to children’s health coverage under 

Medicaid and CHIP

Expand access to high-quality early learning programs

OUR NEVADA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

41%133,346
$4,408 

Nevada

NEVADA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
In March, the Children’s Advocacy Alliance shifted its work to support Nevada’s 

children and families as they faced the uncertainty of the pandemic. The 31st 

Special Session occurred in late July to address the $1.2 billion deficit that Nevada 

was facing. The state looked at reducing costs across the board in early childhood 

programs such as mental health services, pre-k, dental care, and early intervention 

services. Children’s Advocacy Alliance was successful in reducing many of 

Governor Steve Sisolak’s proposed cuts to these programs.

https://www.caanv.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Established an early learning workgroup to discuss COVID-19 child care policies 

and the implementation of additional CCDBG funding. This workgroup was critical 

to the quick and effective turnaround of $32M in CARES Act CCDBG funds to 

Nevada, which supported over 149 providers across the state in maintaining 

approximately 21,000 child care slots.

CARES Admin change

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Nevada—Children’s Advocacy 

Alliance—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Advocate against cuts to programs supporting children and families

and work to raise revenue in the state.

2. Expand access to community-based programs, such as home visiting,

community health worker, and home-based child care programs.

3. Increase access to children’s health coverage under Medicaid and CHIP.

4. Expand access to high-quality early learning programs.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

20,416 1,322 3,899 - 608

21% 39% 45% - 21%

New Futures Kids Count 

Concord, New Hampshire

New Futures’ priorities were to:

Propose program changes to Medicaid to improve child and 

family health outcomes

Implement SNAP incentive programs across the state

Achieve workplace accommodations for nursing mothers

OUR NEW HAMPSHIRE ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (D)

22%26,931
$1,563 

New Hampshire

State Political Parties in 2020 before Election: Republican governor, Democratic House and Senate

NEW HAMPSHIRE LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
Support for investments in early childhood is growing. New Hampshire received a 

Preschool Development Grant (PDG), and Governor Chris Sununu unveiled a new early 

childhood governance structure, which aims to enhance coordination and break down 

administrative silos. 

The 2020 legislative process was completely upended following New Hampshire’s 

declaration of a public health emergency. Bills that were, at the time, halfway through 

the legislative process, completely stalled. To keep government functioning, the New 

Hampshire Legislature convened remotely to vote on only a handful of omnibus bills. 

https://new-futures.org/kidscount
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB1639 authorizes pharmacists to administer a COVID-19 vaccine to people under 

18 years old (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health, 

COVID-19

Bill became law

Worked with early childhood coalition and Emergency Child Care Collaborative 

to secure $25M in CARES funding to child care centers.
CARES Admin change

Secured $1M to support family resource centers as part of New Hampshire’s 

PDG award. 

Preschool 

and pre-k
PDG

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in New Hampshire—New Futures Kids 

Count—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Ensuring funding and access to quality child care for all New Hampshire

families, including advocacy for CARES funding to support increased access

for providers and families.

2. Enhancing Medicaid benefits to support maternal and child health outcomes.

3. Securing support for the facilitating organization model and system of family

resource centers.

4. Increasing grassroots and grasstops support for public pre-k.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

70,108 52,707 122,235 191 10,372

17% 48% 45% 21% 12%

Advocates for Children of New Jersey 

Newark, NJ

Advocates for Children of New Jersey worked on these priorities:

Expansion of more high-quality child care for babies

Continued expansion of preschool to more communities

More access to home visitation services

OUR NEW JERSEY ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

29%269,316
$39,643 

New Jersey

NEW JERSEY LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Due to the pandemic, the state of New Jersey’s economy faces a $9 billion budget 

deficit. Governor Phil Murphy signed the $32.7 billion FY2021 New Jersey budget into 

law, which covers all planned spending between October 1, 2020, through June 30, 2021. 

“There has been a seismic shift in the state’s recognition of the critical role that child 
care plays as both an economic driver and as an educational foundation for young 
children. Recent state supports to child care have demonstrated the state’s newfound 
understanding of the link between child care and economic recovery.” 

Cynthia Rice, Senior Policy Analyst, Advocates for Children of New Jersey

https://acnj.org/
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There is some good news for kids in FY2021. FY2021 budget additions include: 

$10 million for preschool expansion, $25 million in extraordinary special education 

funding for school districts, $3 million to school lunch aid to make meals free for 

more students, and $5 million to the lead hazard remediation fund. The budget also 

includes $250 million in federal dollars to address child care during the pandemic, 

including $150 million in tuition assistance for children aged 5 to 13.

State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S2374 (Emergency Family Leave Benefits) expands definition of family leave and 

family temporary disability leave to include an event of a state of emergency 

declared by the governor and an epidemic of a communicable disease. A person 

can take 12 weeks of family leave in a 24-month period (NCSL).

Paid family 

and medical 

leave, 

COVID-19

Bill became law

Advocated an additional $25M to expand preschool to additional districts in first 

iteration of 2021 proposed state budget. While initially successful, due to the 

pandemic, the amount was reduced to $10 million in final truncated budget cycle.

Preschool 

and pre-k
State 

appropriation

Secured an additional $58M to maintain and expand access to preschool in existing 

preschool expansion districts.

Percentage increase in General Funds for pre-k from FY19 to FY20. There was an 

overall increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined (Mincic, 2020).

12.9 percent increase in FY20 General Fund ($131,330,000) over FY19 related to 

WorkFirstNJ, NJ’s TANF. There was an overall increase in the area of child care 

from state and federal sources combined (Mincic, 2020).

TANF

EO110 required child care centers to close on April 1, unless serving children of 

essential workers. Emergency child care standards were developed initially for 

emergency child care centers. When child care programs were permitted to 

reopen, those standards remained in place. 

Child care, 

Child care 

workforce

Exec order

$30M to help child care centers that provide care for subsidy-eligible children 

to reopen or remain open by providing an additional $75 per child per month, 

including infants, toddlers and school-age children, including age 5.

CARES Admin change

$50M for “restart” grants to licensed child care and family child care homes that 

open or plan to open before October.

Child care subsidy funding was changed from attendance to enrollment so that 

child care centers that were closed or open serving children of essential service 

employees continued to be paid at a higher rate. Rescinded the suspension of 

recent Department of Children and Families licensing standards, raised child care 

subsidy rates for emergency centers by an additional $100/month/child to support 

added costs to centers.
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

$20M for full-day state child care subsidies for center-based and family child 

care, for school age children, including age 5, at child care centers during 

virtual learning.
CARES Admin change

$150M to support tuition assistance for families with incomes lower than $150,000 

while their school age children, including age 5, learn remotely.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in New Jersey—Advocates for Children 

of New Jersey—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Protect existing state-funded preschool programs and advocate for

additional funding to expand preschool to additional districts, so that more

3- and 4-year-olds could benefit from the program.

2. Increase the supports needed for all child care centers and family child care

homes participating in the state child care subsidy program to achieve a “3”

or above on the state’s Quality Rating and Improvement System, Grow NJ

Kids, so that program access and quality will improve.

3. Increase the compensation of the early childhood workforce to a wage that,

based on education and experience, is comparable to the average starting

salary of a New Jersey public school kindergarten teacher.

4. Increase federal funding for early care and education in order for New

Jersey’s early childhood agenda to move forward, become stronger, and

better meet the needs of the state’s children and families.

5. Increase funding so that more children in New Jersey’s child welfare system

can benefit from home visiting.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

18,071 1,423 72,397 14,695 898

35% 45% 56% 66% 32%

Southwest Women’s Law Center 

Albuquerque, NM

Southwest Women’s Law Center’s priorities were to:

Appropriate $1 million to the New Mexico Department of Workforce 

Solutions to plan for paid family and medical leave implementation

Pregnant Workers Accommodation bill that provides pregnant workers 

the opportunity to continue to work to support their growing families 

without risking the health of a pregnancy or the loss of a job

Create a paid family and medical leave trust fund, a program for 

employees to contribute to, and an advisory committee under the 

New Mexico Department of Workforce Solutions

OUR NEW MEXICO ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

FULLY 
ALIGNED

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

51%110,316
$8,030 

New Mexico

Over half the young children in New Mexico are considered low income. Only three other states share this distinction. 

NEW MEXICO LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Early childhood is a priority for Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham, and the legislature 

supports early childhood investments. Prepandemic, the state had a budget surplus, 

allowing for $320 million Early Childhood Trust Fund. During the June 2020 Special 

Session, this appropriation was reduced to $300 million, but the commitment to early 

childhood remains.

https://swwomenslaw.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB25 protects workers during pregnancy and postpartum from workplace 

discrimination. HB25 amends the New Mexico Human Rights Act to add pregnancy, 

childbirth, or conditions related to pregnancy or childbirth as a class protected 

from employment discrimination.

Maternal 

health
Bill became law

Established the Early Childhood Trust Fund, beginning with a $320 M general fund 

appropriation, which will be sustained through ongoing investments to support 

early childhood programming beginning in FY2022. NM H 83 creates the Early 

Childhood Education and Care Fund and the Early Childhood Education and Care 

Program Fund, distributes certain revenue received by the state pursuant to the 

Oil and Gas Emergency School Tax Act to the Fund, distributes certain revenue 

received by the state pursuant to the federal Mineral Leasing Act to the Fund, and 

makes an appropriation (NCSL). ECE 

unspecified

State 

appropriation

200 percent increase in FY20 General Funds (higher education scholarships and 

wage supplements for early childhood workforce) over FY19. Total is $4,200 in 

FY20 (Mincic, 2020).

Other ECE Programs: 1) 16.3 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19. 

Total in FY20 is $25,000. 2) 297 percent increase in General Funds over FY19; 

$119,000 in FY20 (Mincic, 2020).

New Mexico had percentage increase in FY20 General Funds for pre-k over FY19. 

There was an overall increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined 

(Mincic, 2020).

Preschool 

and pre-k

16.5 percent increase in FY20 General Funds over FY19; $12,368 total in FY20 

(Mincic, 2020).

Home 

visiting

Launched the NM Early Childhood Education and Care Department, a cabinet-level 

department focused on providing services to children and families, prenatal to age 

5, on July 1, 2020.

ECE 

unspecified
Admin change

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in New Mexico—Southwest Women’s 

Law Center—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Establish a Paid Family and Medical Leave program within the New Mexico

Department of Workforce Solutions.

2. Appropriate $250,000 to $1M to the New Mexico Department of Workforce

Solutions to plan for paid family and medical leave implementation.
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3. Expand Unemployment Insurance eligibility temporarily to strengthen the

safety net for state workers during the COVID-19 public health emergency.

4. Build grassroots, business, and legislator support for state policies that

promote economic stability for New Mexico’s families.

5. Revise economic analysis to reflect changing economic conditions and

their impacts on the proposed Paid Family and Medical Leave Trust Fund.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

248,351 125,241 233,857 1,936 55,130

27% 45% 47% 46% 37%

Alliance for Quality Education 

Albany, NY

Schuyler Center for Analysis 

and Advocacy 

Albany, NY

Center for Children’s Initiatives 

New York, NY

The allies in New York are the Alliance for Quality Education, Center for Children’s 

Initiatives, and Schuyler Center for Analysis and Advocacy. Their priorities were to:

Expand quality full day pre-k to move state closer to the promise of 

universal access with appropriate financing strategy leveraging public 

education dollars to support pre-k

Address financing challenges to bring comparable financing and support 

for community-based organizations and public schools

Improve compensation and other supports for early childhood educators, 

moving toward equity in compensation with the public school educators

Utilize participation in the governor’s Child Care Availability Task Force to 

be bold and comprehensive, with a clear plan for the state to commit to 

providing access to quality, affordable child care for all New York children

Develop parent leaders through grassroots organizing in Utica to 

highlight the needs of people of color, low-income people, and 

immigrants regarding early education to raise lawmaker and public 

awareness and demand increases to services and programs for children

OUR NEW YORK ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

FULLY 
ALIGNED

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

36%698,541
$79,011 

New York

Thirty-six percent of children aged birth through eight in New York are considered poor. New York’s young 

children who live in low-income households account for 5 percent of all poor young children in the U.S.

https://www.aqeny.org/
https://scaany.org/
https://www.ccipolicy.org/
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NEW YORK LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
In January 2020, New York became the epicenter of the pandemic. The state’s already severe budget 

deficit ballooned from $9 billion in January to $19 billion today. Advocates managed to protect the 

state’s pre-k investment, securing services for 126,000 3- and 4-year-olds, and $750,000 in new funding 

for the state’s first Regional Technical Assistance Center. They also protected the incumbent pre-k 

workforce by extending the deadline for lead teachers to become fully certified by a year. These were 

significant victories in the face of the state’s ballooning deficit. These actions protected significant 

capacity for both school-based and community-based programs and staff through the spring. 

State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Secured a permanent Paid Sick Days policy ensuring that most workers in New 

York will have the right to earn and use at least 40 hours a year of paid sick time 

each year. Paid sick time can be used should the worker fall ill; pursue diagnosis,      

preventive care, or treatment; or to care for a family member facing health issues. 

Leave is also available to access services related to sexual assault, domestic violence, 

or sex trafficking. 

Paid 

medical and 

family leave

Bill passed into 

lawS7506 provides for increased use of telehealth in behavioral health, oral health, 

maternity care, care management, services provided in emergency departments, 

and services provided to certain high-need populations to the extent such services 

are deemed appropriate for the populations served (NCSL).

Maternal 

health, 

Infant and 

child health

S8182 authorizes licensed pharmacists to administer an approved vaccine for 

coronavirus (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health

“When the state budget was finalized in April 2020, New York was in the worst 
days of the pandemic and more than 10,000 New Yorkers had died. The state 
faced a huge shortfall. As a result, many promised new investments in early 
childhood supports were cut from the final FY20-21 budget. However, the budget 
did not contain any major cuts to early learning and education, and under the 
circumstances of 2020, that was an accomplishment.” 

 Dede Hill, Director of Policy, Schuyler Center for Analysis and Advocacy
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

FY20-21 Final Budget invests $4M to reduce maternal mortality and creates the 

maternal mortality review board to develop implicit racial bias training, expand 

community health workers and build a data warehouse to support quality 

improvement activities for maternal health outcomes. 

Maternal 

health, 

Racial 

equity

State 

appropriation

FY20-21 Final Budget includes $3.8M for Nurse-Family Partnership, an $800,000 

increase over the Executive Budget and a $300,000 increase as compared to last 

year’s budget. Healthy Families New York was level funded at $26.1M. Funding for 

the Public Private Partnership at the Office of Children and Family Services, which 

funded several Parent Child Plus and Parents as Teachers programs, was eliminated 

($3.6 M). There is no funding for other evidence-based home visiting programs. 

Home 

visiting

Secured $750,000 in new funding for the state’s first Regional Pre-k Technical 

Assistance Center, a pilot supported by the Long Island Pre-k Initiative.

Preschool 

and pre-k

New York dedicated $20M of federal CARES Act child care funds to a CARES Act 

Scholarship Fund to provide low- and middle-income essential workers with free 

child care in a streamlined, simple process, along with another $10M for PPE and 

cleaning supplies. Additional funds (total $164M) have been allocated but not yet 

released for reopening and operating grants for providers, and another round of 

Essential Worker Scholarships.

CARES Admin change

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in New York—Alliance for Quality 

Education, Center for Children’s Initiatives, Schuler Center for Analysis and 

Advocacy—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Protect current state and local investments in New York’s pre-k and child

care systems by prioritizing communities of color, immigrant, and low-

income communities and leveraging both grassroots and grasstops voices

to engage the state’s legislative, executive, and agency leaders.

2. Ensure that the unique needs of children, families, and educators in

pre-k and child care programs are represented at decision-making tables

advising policymakers on how schools will be structured this fall and

beyond in the midst of the pandemic.

3. Continue to position pre-k—in both community-based and public school

settings—as an essential component of the state’s efforts to create a

birth to 8 system of early learning and care by working with the Regents,
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executive and legislative leaders, as well as early childhood and public 

education advocates to advance key recommendations related to 

financing, workforce, children with disabilities, and the state’s rebuilding 

efforts across early care and education and K-12 systems.

4. Continue to engage in targeted grassroots organizing that will result in

parents and providers participating and leading in statewide actions (e.g.,

Empire State Campaign for Child Care), increasing public pressure on

the legislature, and putting a face to the frontline demands for expanded

early childhood services.

5. Secure federal investment for early childhood, including pre-k, child care

and Medicaid, through additional federal COVID-19 relief bills and other

opportunities, while ensuring new and existing federal relief funds are

used in a manner that reduces racial and other inequities and provides the

highest quality education and care possible.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

166,050 137,725 119,694 7,628 7,439

30% 60% 63% 64% 24%

NC Child 

Raleigh, NC

NC Child’s priorities were to:

Include lead-poisoned children in the state’s Early Intervention program

Lower the lead-in-water hazard level from 15 ppb to 5 ppb

Secure federal funding for child care relief to shore up the system

Create a vision and capacity-development plan for early childhood 

social-emotional health

OUR NORTH CAROLINA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

43%467,920
$24,407 

North Carolina

NORTH CAROLINA LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Because of the pandemic, families in North Carolina are suffering at an unprecedented level. Demand 

on food banks is at an all-time high. Normal support systems like schools, child care, summer camps, 

church, and even grandparent care are off-limits for many families.

Against this backdrop, the North Carolina General Assembly conducted the 2020 “short” legislative 

session, wrapping up most business on June 26. Together with child advocates from across the state, 

allies called on the state’s leaders to move swiftly to provide much-needed relief to families. NC 

Child’s 2020 legislative agenda focused on five major areas to help kids come through the COVID-19 

pandemic: Child care, health care, hunger and nutrition, technology infrastructure, and child welfare.

https://ncchild.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

H1050 requires consideration of early childhood learning in improvement plans 
for low performing local school administrative units and that needs assessments 
for low performing local school administrative units include an analysis of early 
childhood learning (NCSL).

Preschool 

and pre-k

Bill became law

SB808: NC General Assembly directed $20M in child care relief to NC Department 
of Health and Human Services to strengthen online application process for public 
benefit programs. 

CARES

Advocated successfully for new state regulations to ensure lead-free drinking 
water for over 230,000 children served in licensed child care facilities. As a result, 
NC Child and its partners won the Roy Award for Environmental Partnership from 
Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government in 2020.

Infant and 

child health, 

Racial 

equity Admin change

Helped expand access to preventive oral health care in community-based settings 
(schools, child care centers).

Infant and 

child health

Defeated HB918, which would have penalized parental substance use and 
separated families by mandating that reasonable efforts for family reunification not 
be required if a court determines that a child was exposed to illegal substances 
in utero. NC Child recognizes that permanency for young children in foster 
care is critically important to their development, and that investment in family 
preservation, mental health services, and treatment for substance use disorder are 
more effective means to achieve permanency than the poor bill that was defeated. 

Child 

welfare, 

Racial 

equity

Defense

The results were quite mixed. Advocates were able to secure $20 million in child care relief, while 

the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services has proactively used other funds to 

support the child care sector. State legislators still have not allocated all federal CARES Act stimulus 

funds sent to North Carolina. Hoping for some additional guidance from Congress that would allow 

them to use stimulus funds to plug state budget holes, legislators have left over half a billion in 

federal CARES Act funds unspent.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in North Carolina—NC Child—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Ensure continued access to telehealth for Early Intervention services and early childhood mental health services.

2. Develop and finalize the North Carolina Social-Emotional Health Policy Agenda through the North Carolina Initiative

for Young Children’s Social-Emotional Health.

3. Ensure young children’s health insurance coverage and provision of health services is continuous and uninterrupted

during the relaunch of Medicaid Transformation in 2021.

4. Protect the early childhood system from state budget cuts during the recession caused by fallout from COVID-19. This

includes Smart Start and related programs.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

15,596 941 2,978 4,405 1,140

23% 35% 50% 63% 58%

28%26,200
$2,422 

North Dakota

Prevent Child Abuse North Dakota 

Bismarck, ND

  PIVOTING TO 2021
Our key ally in North Dakota—Prevent Child Abuse North Dakota—has 

prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Support infants’ health and vulnerable families, strengthen and expand

North Dakota’s home visiting network by securing funding and resources

through Medicaid and Targeted Case Management.

2. Convene agencies and legislators to develop an early care and education

funding plan that braids all early childhood funds to deliver quality, full-

day/year services.

3. Work with legislative efforts to expand the state’s computer and data

collection capabilities to include an early childhood data collection system

and child outcome data.

4. Convene advocates, agencies, and legislators to expand existing early

childhood quality assurance programming of all early care and education

programs, which ensures program accountability and program quality.

5. Convene agencies and legislators to review North Dakota’s early childhood

professional development system, ensuring the inclusion of public

education staff and availability of adequate funding.

State Progress

N/A: North Dakota, a new state to the Alliance network, had no legislative session in 2020.

http://www.pcand.org
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

286,701 128,109 47,798 889 6,215

33% 73% 59% 55% 23%

Groundwork Ohio 

Columbus, OH

Groundwork Ohio’s priorities were to:

Incrementally expand income eligibility for quality child care 

subsidies as the Quality Rating and Improvement System 

increases the supply of quality care

Triple the number of children in evidence-based home visiting

Use Medicaid levers to better serve young children

OUR OHIO ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

42%521,386
$35,045 

Ohio

OHIO LANDSCAPE IN 2020
2020 was set to be a year of implementation after historic increases 

in funding for young children were made during 2019 for FY19-20 in 

Governor Mike DeWine’s first budget. The pandemic stalled progress. 

The pandemic and a public corruption scandal centered on Ohio’s 

former Speaker of the House limited Ohio’s legislative calendar.

https://www.groundworkohio.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB11 requires state employee health care benefit plans, the Medicaid program, 

and Medicaid managed care organizations to cover certain tobacco cessation 

medications and services; establishes a new grant program for the provision of 

group-based prenatal health care services to pregnant Medicaid recipients residing 

in areas with high preterm birth rates; permits Ohio Department of Medicaid (ODM) 

to establish a dental program where pregnant Medicaid recipients may receive two 

dental cleanings a year; requires Ohio Department of Health to develop educational 

materials about lead-based paint and distribute them to families who participate 

in its Help Me Grow Program and reside in homes built before 1979; increases 

ODM appropriations by a total of $279.6 million in FY20 to reflect temporary 

federal medical assistance percentage increase by the federal Families First 

Coronavirus Response Act; $5M in state General Revenue Fund in FY21 to support 

new grant program.

Maternal 

health

State 

appropriation

Increased quality of Part C early intervention services by adding an early childhood 

mental health consultant to every treatment team. The Part C services were 

supported by an increase of $25 million over the biennium.

Early 

intervention

Implementation of historic home visiting investment increase in FY20-21 budget. 

Additional $30 million invested over the biennium, which increases access to 

evidence-based home visiting services by serving 10,765 pregnant women and 

children in Ohio Help Me Grow program during 2020, up from 9,650 in 2019.

Home 

visiting

Supported the establishment of Ohio Infant Mental Health Credential available to 

all early childhood professionals.

Child care 

workforce

Admin change
Secured $39M flexible state CARES Act dollars to support state’s child care system 

beyond dollars already expended from CCDBG through the CARES Act. Supported 

cities and counties in making additional local pandemic investments in child care.

CARES

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Ohio—Groundwork Ohio—has prioritized key 

strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Promote the alignment of child-serving systems within the administration and legislature

to advance the resources and policies that meet the needs of the whole child.

2. Expand access to high-quality publicly funded child care by increasing eligibility to 200

percent FPL and supporting programs in improving quality of care.
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3. Expand coverage and increase the quality of health care for young children and pregnant

mothers through Medicaid and CHIP.

4. Increase access to preventive services like home visiting and safe baby courts that help

stabilize families to decrease engagement in the child welfare system.

5. Support a quality early education workforce with better-supported career pathways,

financial support, and workforce incentives.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

89,297 23,003 55,111 16,876 2,645

37% 67% 65% 50% 38%

Oklahoma Partnership for 

School Readiness 

Oklahoma City, OK

Priorities of Oklahoma Partnership for School Readiness were to:

Create a five-year strategic financing plan for early childhood initiatives

Revise and expand Oklahoma’s Quality Rating and Improvement System

Create quality standards and identify sustainable funding for a 

3-year-old preschool program

Support strategies to increase access and participation for families 

needing child care in rural areas of the state

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

47%216,549
$7,494 

OUR OKLAHOMA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Oklahoma

OKLAHOMA LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Before the pandemic, the Preschool Development Grant Birth to Five (PDG B-5) generated attention, 

created momentum and hope, and an aligned vision and plans to increase access to quality. The 

Oklahoma legislative session was halted just over a month into session, resulting in final action on 

only a few bills impacting early childhood. The pandemic also disrupted implementation plans, and 

all became consumed with response efforts. Passing a budget was the focus when the legislature 

returned in early May. Priority was placed on maintaining core services, and most state agencies 

received a 4 percent reduction. Decreasing revenues are anticipated in the future. Oklahoma is 

balancing improving quality and standards with providing for survival and meeting basic needs.

https://okschoolreadiness.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

SB285 requires state agencies to allow paid break times for lactating employees to 

use a lactation room for certain purposes (NCSL).
Infant and 

child health
Bill became law

SB1877 requires appropriate authority of a covered public building to ensure 

availability of a lactation room (NCSL).

HB4153 expanded early intervention funding for SoonerStart Early Intervention 

Services for eligible infants, toddlers, and their families (NCSL).

Early 

intervention

State 

appropriation

Established a Pyramid Model State Leadership Team under the state early 

childhood advisory council (OPSR Board) to address disparities in discipline 

practices; promote family engagement; and foster inclusion of children with, and at 

risk for, developmental delays and disabilities.

Racial 

equity, Early 

intervention

Admin change
Increased child care subsidy rates April 1, 2020. This is a permanent rate increase 

in process prior to the pandemic. One-star centers and homes were raised to 

50th percentile, and three-star (highest) centers and homes to the 75th percentile 

of 2017 market rate survey. Rates were also increased for special needs and 

nontraditional hours with an estimated impact of $3.3M.

Child care

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Oklahoma—Oklahoma Partnership 

for School Readiness—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Ensure revisions to the quality rating and improvement system (QRIS) to

support socio-emotional competencies and reduce racial and economic

disparities in discipline practices and access to quality.

2. Implement a unifying framework for early childhood educators to

professionalize the workforce across and within all sectors that educate

and care for young children.

3. Increase access to early care and learning programs for 3- and 4-year-

olds by defining standards and establishing policies that allow layering of

funding between Head Start, pre-k, and child care programs.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

71,606 5,117 44,730 1,349 3,622

27% 69% 50% 47% 25%

Children’s Institute 

Portland, OR

The Children’s Institute’s priorities were to:

Work with a newly formed child care taskforce to develop solutions to 

the state’s child care crisis

Pass any outstanding bills in the short 2020 session

Gather input from parents and early childhood providers about what 

the top priorities should be moving forward

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

33%135,723
$10,981 

OUR OREGON ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Oregon

OREGON LANDSCAPE IN 2020
The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting economic shutdown left Oregon with a $1 billion budget 

deficit. Early care and education programs were closed, and a stronger set of health and safety 

standards was developed to create an emergency child care system for families that must work.

The Second Special Session of 2020 went quickly. The Oregon Legislature convened for one day 

only and addressed the $1.2 billion gap in the state budget. For early childhood, there is good 

news and bad news. 

The good news is that the legislature allocated the $170.5 million for the Early Learning Account 

(ELA) of the Student Success Act (SSA), similar to the amount promised in the 2019 session. 

The legislature also retained the commitment of 20 percent of funding from the SSA to the ELA. 

In addition, funding was not cut from the Early Childhood Equity Fund and the Student Success 

https://childinst.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Passed $1B annual Student Success Act with 20 percent ($200M) dedicated for 

ECE during first session.

Child care 

workforce, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

Bill became law

Fought and won extension of temporary policy to eliminate parent co-pays in child 

care subsidy program.

Child care, 

CARES
Admin change

Worked with coalition and legislators to secure $30M in additional funding for child 

care from federal coronavirus relief funds.
CARES

State allocation 

(Bill became law)

Protected $170M of the new investment ($200M) in ECE programs and services 

despite state budget cuts during second session.

Child care 

workforce, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

Defense

Plans for Black/African American students, American Indian/Alaskan Native Students, and 

Latino/a students. 

The bad news is that the legislature moved forward with cuts to Early Learning Hubs ($1.3 

million), Healthy Families Oregon ($1 million), and Child Care Focus Networks ($900,000). 

In terms of process, the Second Special Session was defined by lack of transparency and 

public engagement. No verbal testimony was accepted on any bills.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Oregon—Children’s Institute—has prioritized key strategies and 

objectives for 2021:

1. Advocate at the state and federal levels to protect and expand Student Success Act investments in early

childhood programs and services, including pre-k, early intervention, and early childhood special education.

2. Reduce parent co-pays for child care to no more than 7 percent of family income.

3. Align and strengthen the governance of and coordination of child care programs between state agencies,

including transferring child care subsidies to the state’s Early Learning Division.

4. Explore opportunities to expand early childhood mental health consultation (ECMHC) in early care and

education programs/settings.

5. Support implementation of strategies to reduce suspension and expulsion and establish effective evaluation

and monitoring tools to inform and sustain policy and practice.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

217,645 110,998 108,248 540 12,381

27% 70% 65% 62% 30%

Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children 

Harrisburg, PA

Priorities of Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children were to:

Improve prenatal-to-three policies

Align the advocates’ definition of unmet need with the state’s Office of 

Child Development and Early Learning for awarding home visiting grants

39%478,703
$34,596 

OUR PENNSYLVANIA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Pennsylvania

PENNSYLVANIA LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Pennsylvania faced a dismal fiscal outlook and a projected budget shortfall as a 

result of the economic downturn. In May 2020 Pennsylvania passed a five-month 

budget. Most lines, like child care, were funded for this time, while education-

related lines (including pre-k) were funded for 12 months. The legislature met 

again in November, and funding levels for preschool and pre-k, Head Start, and 

home visiting remained level. 

https://www.papartnerships.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S934 amends the Human Services Code, relates to departmental powers and duties 

as to licensing, provides for the right to enter and inspect, requires all child care 

centers and family child care homes to have a fire detection device or system that 

is operable and properly maintained (NCSL).

Child care

Bill passed into 

law

S1108 provides for an additional $125 million in state-allocated federal stimulus 

funding for child care as part of Pennsylvania’s five-month stopgap budget 

passed in May 2020. This is in addition to the $106 million the state received for 

child care specific to CCDBG from federal packages. The funding will support 

the industry, which largely closed during the pandemic. The federal stimulus 

funds were allocated by the state house/senate across several areas, with child 

care receiving one of the largest allocations. Specific split was $116M for child 

care/$7M for pre-k/$2M for Head Start.

Child care, 

CARES, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

Secured 12 months of funding for pre-k and Head Start in both portions of state’s 

two-phase stopgap budget. These allocations are at level funding to the FY19-FY20 

state budget.

Preschool 

and pre-k

Defense

Secured 12 months of funding for home visiting in both portions of state’s 

two-phase stopgap budget. Allocations are at level funding to the FY19-FY20 

state budget. 

Home 

visiting

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Pennsylvania—Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children—

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Increase the level of state and federal support for child care by working in partnership with the

Start Strong PA campaign and by cultivating grasstops voices in the business community.

2. Ensure that all children grow up in homes that are safe and healthy by advocating for prevention

programs and services, incentivizing informal kinship care and policies to improve permanency,

and identifying linkages between child welfare and other family support systems such as home

visiting, early intervention, child care, and K-12 education.

3. Streamline the state’s early learning coalition (currently comprising of child care, pre-k, and

home visiting campaigns) to encompass broadened PN3/PN5 policy work, with dedicated

structure and support for a child and maternal health campaign that includes work on

maternal health, reducing the child uninsured rate, and reducing lead exposure.

4. Embed racial equity into internal and external policy analysis and advocacy outreach.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

9,026 4,474 15,087 - 303

17% 65% 59% - 12%

Rhode Island KIDS COUNT 

Providence, RI

Priorities of Rhode Island KIDS COUNT included:

Expand state funding to increase access to state pre-k and Head Start

Increase funding for the Child Care Assistance Program

Advocate for state funding for evidence-based Family Home Visiting programs

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

33%30,681
$4,086 

OUR RHODE ISLAND ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Rhode Island

RHODE ISLAND LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Current spending is based on FY20 budget because the budget for FY21 has not yet passed. Very few hearings were held and 

very few bills have passed. The most significant legislation raised the state’s minimum wage to $11.50/hour, a $1 increase. 

State Progress Issue Type of Win

Slowed spread of COVID-19 by closing child care programs from March 15 to June 1 

when public schools were closed with child care subsidy payments continuing and 

covering parent copays. 

Child care, 

COVID-19
Exec order

Won temporary rate increases and $5M Relief Fund at reopening. CARES Admin changes

http://www.rikidscount.org/
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THREE MORE ITEMS MAY BE CONSIDERED 
WINS AS THE LEGISLATURE WORKS 
THROUGH DECEMBER 2020:
1. Sustained investments in the RI Pre-k program ($15 million) and State-Funded Head

Start ($1.2 million) for 2020-2021 during a very difficult budget year. The state added 17

classrooms/334 RI Pre-k seats this year with PDG B-5 funding and expanded into three

new cities/towns. This would be an administrative change related to federal PDG B-5

funding.

2. A Housing and Infrastructure Bond, which would finance affordable housing and early

learning facility improvements.

3. Increased personal income tax on high earners in Rhode Island (over $475K/year), also

known as the Revenue for Rhode Island bill. Funds would go in the general fund, and

advocates are pushing for this funding to support essential services for families with

young children, including restoring $45 million in state funding for child care that was cut

during the last recession and has not been restored and providing new state Medicaid

match funding for home visiting and doula services.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Rhode Island—Rhode Island KIDS COUNT—has 

prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Sustain and improve access to high-quality child care for children from birth through age

12 during and beyond the pandemic, with attention to race and economic equity issues.

2. Sustain and improve access to high-quality preschool (both through RI Pre-k and Head

Start) while maintaining our #1 ranking in the U.S. for pre-k quality and strengthening our

mixed delivery system.

3. Sustain and improve access to the Early Intervention program, which has high

participation rates (fifth highest in the U.S.) but is facing a funding and staffing crisis with

Medicaid rates held flat for 12+ years.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

87,943 96,067 34,464 109 2,554

31% 65% 64% 18% 27%

 South Carolina First Steps

Columbia, SC

Priorities of the Early Childhood Advisory Council and South Carolina First 

Steps were to:

Expand state-funded full-day 4-year-old kindergarten available at no 

charge for Medicaid-eligible children in public schools and private child 

care centers

Increase funding for South Carolina First Steps and the South Carolina 

Department of Social Services, to increase the availability of programs 

that support young children and their families at the local level

Request recurring funding to South Carolina First Steps to support the 

system building efforts of the Early Childhood Advisory Council

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

45%236,137
$8,575 

OUR SOUTH CAROLINA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

South Carolina

SOUTH CAROLINA LANDSCAPE IN 2020
South Carolina entered the current session with a significant budget surplus and momentum in 

support of early childhood. Allies secured support to expand First Steps 4K into all 46 counties, 

doubling the number of slots for eligible 4-year-olds statewide. When COVID-19 shut down the 

General Assembly, the senate had not taken a vote, and the funds remain unallocated. 

Early Childhood Advisory Council 

Columba, SC

https://scfirststeps.org/
https://earlychildhoodsc.org
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB3200 enacts the Lactation Support Act. Employers shall provide employees 

with reasonable unpaid break time daily or permit them to use paid break time 

or meal time to express breast milk. Employers shall make reasonable efforts to 

provide certain areas where employees may express breast milk. Employers may 

not discriminate against employees for choosing to express breast milk in the 

workplace (NCSL).

Infant and 

child health
Bill became law

Established through legislative proviso, a competitive grant fund to expand 4K service 

in underserved communities. A $300K grant to the city of Spartanburg and $600K 

to the town of Kershaw will fund renovations to transform underutilized, city-owned 

buildings into state-of-the-art child care centers through public/private partnership.
Child care

State 

appropriation

Gained support from state, federal, and local elected officials and business 

leadership for child care and secured continued pay for centers closed or operating 

at a deficit during the height of the pandemic. 

Admin change

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in South Carolina—Early Childhood 

Advisory Council, South Carolina First Steps—have prioritized key strategies 

and objectives for 2021:

1. Expand state-funded, full-day, 4-year-old kindergarten for Medicaid eligible

children in both public schools and private child care centers.

2. Increase funding for SC First Steps and the South Carolina Department of

Social Services in order to increase the availability of programs that support

young children and their families at the local level.

3. Request recurring funding to support the system building efforts of the

Early Childhood Advisory Council.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

20,095 1,215 3,149 13,232 426

27% 41% 51% 83% 44%

The priorities of the United Way of the Black Hills were to:

Create a list and locations of all unregulated child care

Increase public awareness of quality early learning experiences

Create a Public Policy Forum during the legislative session for advocates

Expand the access and the amount of available early learning data

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

39%40,887
$1,717 

OUR SOUTH DAKOTA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

South Dakota

United Way of the Black Hills 

Rapid City, SD

SOUTH DAKOTA LANDSCAPE IN 2020
The policy climate in South Dakota for early childhood is challenging. Because South 

Dakotans have been unable to return to work due to lack of child care, the conversation 

has shifted slightly. Several state departments have opened their doors to early 

childhood advocates.  

Advocates worked to direct CARES Act funding to regulated child care providers. The 

state waived for a short time some requirements to maintain state benefits. Advocates 

helped to pass a paid family leave bill. 

Early Learner South Dakota 

Rapid City, SD

https://www.unitedwayblackhills.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S186 entitles employees who have been employed by the state for a continuous six 

months to paid family leave following the birth of a child or placement of a child 

for adoption.

Paid medial 

and family 

leave

Bill became law

Conducted a statewide survey that contributed to local CDBG grant funds being 

dispersed specifically to providers in the area.
CARES Admin change

  

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in South Dakota—United Way of the 

Black Hills—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Create a list or record of all unregulated, home-based child care 

providers as a first step to develop a system of support and 

communications that can connect this sector to resources, whether 

during an emergency or typical operations.

2. Increase public awareness of the importance of quality early learning 

experiences among parents, the general public, elected officials, and 

candidates for office.

3. Convene early childhood advocates at a Public Policy Forum during the 

legislative session.

4. Increase access to accurate data about the supply and demand of early 

care and education in the state, including the capacity to disaggregate 

by race and understand potential inequities in the system.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

160,795 82,619 49,696 999 3,572

35% 61% 68% 68% 31%

Tennesseans for Quality Early Education 

Nashville, TN

The priorities of Tennesseans for Quality Early Education (TQEE) were to:

Appoint a Child Care Taskforce to draft a strategic plan

Expand on pre-k where quality and need intersect

Fund evidence-based home visiting

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

44%319,835
$15,805 

OUR TENNESSEE ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Tennessee

TENNESSEE LANDSCAPE IN 2020
COVID-19 resulted in the shutdown of the state legislature midway through the 

session. As a result, 99 percent of all legislation, including bills TQEE was sponsoring 

or supporting for pre-k expansion, school nurses, child care reform, TANF expenditure 

accountability, and a pre-k through 3rd grade literacy initiative, came to a halt, and 

budget cuts commenced. In 2020, TQEE’s advocacy led to the doubling of home visiting’s 

current budget.

https://www.tqee.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

S1733 (State Maternal Mortality Review) increases, from biennially to annually, 

the reporting required by the Maternal Mortality Review and Prevention Team to 

the governor and the General Assembly concerning the team’s activities and its 

recommendations for changes to any law, rule, or policy that would promote the 

safety and well-being of women and the prevention of maternal deaths (NCSL).

Maternal 

health, 

Racial 

equity

Bill passed into 

law

Helped secure $56 million ($14 million annually for four years) for evidence-based 

home visiting, doubling the size of the current budget.

Home 

visiting

State 

appropriation

Ensured inclusion of pre-k in the governor’s early literacy initiative that included 

the development of new supplemental literacy curricula and professional 

development for early educators.

Preschool 

and pre-k

Admin change

Promoted the now successful implementation of the Classroom Assessment 

Scoring System (“CLASS”) for pre-k and the use of the data to guide teaching 

practice improvements.

Defeated legislation (HB0060) for a fifth year in a row that would siphon pre-k 

funding to be used for other purposes.
Defense

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Tennessee—Tennesseans for Quality 

Early Education—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Expand the number of quality, affordable child care slots with strategies

that meet new COVID-19-driven supply and demand trends.

2. Expand quality pre-k for disadvantaged 4-year-olds, beginning in rural

distressed and at-risk counties.

3. Expand evidence-based home visiting by at least doubling current budget.

4. Promote quality improvements for pre-k through 3rd as a continuum

through high quality curricula and professional development.

5. Develop framework and “user stories” to support the creation of an

integrated early childhood data system that links to K-12 data.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

267,639 221,941 992,159 1,807 33,817

24% 56% 56% 38% 22%

Children at Risk 

Houston, TX

Texans Care for Children 

Austin, TX

Allies Children at Risk and Texans Care for Children worked to:

Improve children’s health coverage and quality of prenatal 

and postpartum health services for low-income mothers

Increase the number of and access to high-quality child 

care programs serving low-income infants and toddlers and 

strengthen the early childhood workforce through additional 

professional development, wage supports, or other efforts

Increase the number of low-income infants, toddlers, 

and families who are screened prenatally, at birth, and 

throughout a child’s earliest years to identify social, health, 

economic, and developmental needs and get successfully 

connected to necessary services

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

44%1,565,212
$60,775 

OUR TEXAS ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Texas

Forty-four percent of children aged birth through eight in Texas are considered poor. Young children in Texas 

who live in low-income households account for 12 percent of the total in the U.S.

https://childrenatrisk.org/
https://txchildren.org/
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Successfully pushed the state to be more transparent about COVID-19 transmission 
data in child care settings, increase reimbursement rates, and offer stabilization 
grants to subsidized child care programs.

CARES

Admin 
change

Worked with state agencies to implement rules, policies, and increased funding 
for child care providers in the subsidy system. There was a 25 percent increased 
reimbursement rate implemented through December and successful efforts to get 
PPE to child care providers.

Helped to expand Medicaid-reimbursable telehealth options for families and ensure 
the state provided free e-signature software to Early Childhood Intervention 
programs. Led efforts that resulted in the governor extending telehealth flexibilities 
through October 2020 (rather than month-to-month). This includes Medicaid 
coverage for telehealth well-child visits for kids over age 2. This also includes 
waiving CHIP copays for office and telehealth visits through October.

Infant and 
child health, 

Early 
intervention

Worked with the Texas Workforce Commission to revise and strengthen Texas QRIS. Child care

Stopped proposed FY20 budget cuts to women’s health programs and the Early 
Childhood Intervention program at the Texas Health and Human Services Commission. 

Maternal 
health, Early 
intervention

Defense

TEXAS LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Fiscal landscape is dire, but Texas does have an $8 billion rainy day fund. Child care needs are 

overwhelming. There are insufficient investments in child care, which caused increased demand 

and child care deserts. Texas has the highest rate of uninsured children in the United States. The 

Texas foster care system remains under scrutiny by federal courts.

Texas did not have a legislative session in 2020. Allies focused on ensuring young children and 

their families have access to and benefit from the services and supports they need to stay healthy 

and thrive. Until recently, legislators have not spoken publicly about many early childhood issues. 

The governor did make child care accessible to essential workers. Allies in Texas:

Secured key recommendations in Texas Health and Human Services Commission’s first ever 

strategic plan to address postpartum depression in the Healthy Texas Women program. 

Hosted three briefings for legislators and staff to provide policy recommendations and 

educate legislative staff on child care. 

Are developing a Racial Equity Policy Agenda to promote during the Texas Legislative 

Session in 2021, including examination of racial disparities in compensation of the child care 

workforce. Legislation was pre-filed in 2020.

Are developing an Early Childhood Legislative Caucus with a planned launch in the Texas 

House of Representatives in 2021.
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Texas—Children at Risk, Texans 

Care for Children—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Increase access to quality affordable care for low-income infants and 

toddlers (e.g., increase participation in the subsidy program and Texas 

Rising Star). (Children at Risk)

2. Expand workforce supports, such as apprenticeships, that increase the 

number of early childhood educators with a child development associate 

credential, associate degree, or bachelor degree. (Children at Risk)

3. Advocate to require the Texas Workforce Commission to create a statewide 

plan to improve and strengthen the early childhood education workforce. 

(Children at Risk)

4. Advocate for additional state funding to support the implementation of 

shared service alliances. (Children at Risk)

5. Support home-based child care providers to participate in Texas Rising Star. 

(Children at Risk)

6. Educate policymakers about the impact of racial disparities and 

recommend legislative actions, including the addition of a racial disparities 

impact statement when creating legislation. (Children at Risk)

7. Extend Medicaid coverage for new moms from 60 days to 12 months. 

(Texans Care for Children)

8. Ensure continuous health coverage for children enrolled in Medicaid. 

(Texans Care for Children)

9. Protect funding for key programs serving low-income children and families 

such as Medicaid, CHIP, prevention programs (home visiting), ECI, and 

pre-k. (Texans Care for Children)
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

81,386 4,150 41,661 2,036 1,022

25% 88% 49% 40% 17%

United Way of Salt Lake 

Salt Lake City, UT

The ally in Utah is the United Way of Salt Lake (UWSL), and its priorities were to:

At least double the number of Utah children able to access 

state-funded extended-day kindergarten, with a focus on children 

who are not academically ready to enter kindergarten

Increase the quality of instruction provided by early childhood 

educators in the public school system

Secure $6 million in ongoing funds to support place-based, 

high-quality preschool

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

31%139,922
$7,927 

OUR UTAH ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Utah

UTAH LANDSCAPE IN 2020
The general session ended on March 12, and quarantine began the next week. Utah 

had four special sessions. Significant wins in preschool and full-day kindergarten 

were overturned due to the pandemic. While almost all state programs either 

received no new funding or were cut, UWSL secured a $5 million increase for 

optional extended-day kindergarten. This means nearly 3,000 more children will 

be able to access a full-day program during the 2020/21 school year.  

https://uw.org
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

HB114 supports teachers and students in preschool-grade 3 by 1) establishing 

local early literacy and mathematics plans, 2) increasing collaboration between 

higher ed and pre-k-12, 3) improving teacher training and licensing, and 4) 

aligning and strengthening instruction and learning pre-k-3. Implementation is 

delayed due to COVID-19.

Preschool 

and pre-k, 

K-3rd grade

Bill became lawHB99 addresses requirements and funding for optional enhanced kindergarten, 

amends provisions regarding funding for enhanced kindergarten Early Intervention 

programs to require assessment outcomes for a local education agency to receive 

continued funding distributions, provides for the reporting of school readiness 

assessment data in circumstances outside the High Quality School Readiness 

Grant Program, moves a requirement for kindergarten entry and exit assessments 

between programs (NCSL).

Preschool 

and pre-k

Secured $5M increase for optional extended-day kindergarten, providing nearly 

3,000 additional children access to a full-day program during 20/21 school year. In 

October, another $5 million was appropriated to the program. 

K-3rd grade
State 

appropriation

Helped establish a child care operating grant program through the Office of Child 

Care with CARES Act funds to sustain 491 licensed centers, family providers, and 

residential certificate providers. Grant funding allows programs to pay for expenses 

such as rent, utilities, supplies, payroll, and health and safety requirements imposed 

during the pandemic. 

CARES

Admin change
Office of Child Care implemented recommendations of Child Care Recovery Task 

Force (UWSL is member): 1) education and coaching on financial strategies and 

budgeting for home and smaller child care providers, 2) extension of operation 

grants developed by Sustainability Task Force, 3) hazard pay for child care 

providers who worked April-June, 4) creation of a webinar series addressing 

challenges, resources, and additional professional development training.

Child care, 

COVID-19

Prevented cuts to place-based preschool programs during state funding cuts due 

to COVID-19.

Preschool 

and pre-k
Defense

  

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Utah—United Way of Salt Lake—has prioritized 

key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Protect current investments in both preschool and full-day kindergarten to ensure 

children are able to access these essential early childhood education programs.
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2. Develop a plan and campaign timeline to increase Utah’s investment in preschool and 

full-day kindergarten, including tax credits, so every child has access to a high-quality 

early education program.

3. Build upon existing opportunities to strengthen Utah’s early childhood system so that 

private and public systems work together to support every child.

4. Engage parents and child care providers in strengthening Utah’s early childhood system 

so that it meets the needs of children and their families.
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15,801 957 585 104 -

33% 84% 43% 52% -

Voices for Vermont’s Children 

Montpelier, VT

Let’s Grow Kids 

Burlington, VT

Priorities of the allies, Let’s Grow Kids and Voices for Vermont’s 

Children, were to:

Invest in Vermont’s early education workforce by investing in 

Vermont’s T.E.A.C.H. scholarship program, launching a student 

loan repayment assistance program for early childhood 

educators, and creating a temporary wage support program 

for early educators

Strengthen Vermont’s Child Care Financial Assistance Program 

by aligning all CCFAP reimbursement rates with the most 

current rate information — and make this adjustment happen 

automatically in the future

Increase Reach UP Grants for Vermont’s most vulnerable 

families to the current basic needs standard and eliminate the 

$77/month penalty for families with an adult who is disabled

Establish a universal, equitable, affordable paid family and 

medical leave program

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (D)

35%18,484
$1,655 

OUR VERMONT ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Vermont

https://www.voicesforvtkids.org/
https://www.letsgrowkids.org/why-child-care
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State Progress Issue(s) Type of Win

Frontline Workers Hazard Pay Program: legislature expanded this existing CRF 
program to cover more categories of people who worked during Governor Phil 
Scott’s “Stay Home, Stay Safe” order, including those providing child care to 
children of essential workers. CARES

Bill became law
Act 136 created a $2M emergency cash assistance program fund for low-income 
families in Vermont’s CRF bill.

Secured funding for Vermont’s child care subsidy program in FY21 budget to allow 
income eligibility guidelines to be increased to align with 2020 FPL guidelines and 
increase reimbursement rates for preschool and afterschool children to align with 
2015 market rate survey.

Child care

Secured CARES Act and state funding for a child care stabilization program, which 
paid up to 50 percent of a family’s regular tuition or co-payment to child care 
programs during stay at home orders if a child was not attending.

Child care, 
COVID-19

State 
appropriation

Established strong supports for child care programs providing child care for 
essential workers in partnership with legislators and administration officials.

CARES Admin change

Temporary Child Care Hubs: Allies worked with administration to establish a new 
network of temporary child care hubs for school-age children on remote learning 
days, supported by CRF funds.

Ensured that child care subsidy payments were continued during stay-at-home 
orders based on enrollment and not attendance.

Secured funding for a grant program to support child care programs with reopening 
after the lifting of mandatory stay-at-home orders for nonessential workers.

Prevented passage of an inequitable paid family leave bill that did not provide 
access to personal medical leave and would have been administered via a private, 
for-profit entity. This bill, a poor compromise, would have left many families 
exposed to financial instability and set a dangerous precedent.

Paid medial 
and family 

leave
Defense

VERMONT LANDSCAPE IN 2020
In Vermont there is a feeling of “protect what we have.” While there was widespread talk about the need for cuts in the FY21 

budget, there were no clawbacks in FY20. Early childhood education received attention, but it focused on getting people back 

to work, not the well-being of children, families, or the community. In the end, with better-than-forecasted tax revenues and 

federal assistance, Vermont was able to avoid making large spending cuts in the FY21 budget. However, large cuts may be 

proposed in FY22, as the economic impacts of COVID-19 further erode the state’s tax revenues.

The legislature approved three bills that allocated about $600 million from the Coronavirus Relief Fund (CRF) to provide emergency 

relief to Vermonters. The bills included a wide variety of provisions that will benefit the state’s early childhood community.
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Vermont—Let’s Grow Kids, Voices for 

Vermont’s Children—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Invest in Vermont’s early childhood educators through a variety of initiatives

to sustain and grow the workforce. (Let’s Grow Kids)

2. Continue to transform Vermont’s Child Care Financial Assistance Program to

better support children, their families, and early care and education

programs.(Let’s Grow Kids)

3. Engage employers in supporting Vermont’s early care and education system

through targeted, publicly funded business-community partnership pilots.

(Let’s Grow Kids)

4. Advance health care integration with early care and education (ECE) to

increase investments in the ECE system and better align supports for children

and families. (Let’s Grow Kids)

5. Protect and strengthen Vermont’s Universal Pre-k Program. (Let’s Grow Kids)

6. Establish a universal, publicly administered, equitable paid family and medical

leave program. (Voices for Vermont’s Children)

7. Convene and lead a coalition to advance policies to eliminate child poverty,

including cash assistance, refundable tax credits, and access to safe housing

and nutritious food. (Voices for Vermont’s Children)

8. Continue organizing stakeholders around child protection system

accountability and reforms. (Voices for Vermont’s Children)

9. Expand coverage to provide birth doula services to all Medicaid-eligible

parents. (Voices for Vermont’s Children)
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WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

107,001 87,602 50,430 - 7,890

23% 50% 40% - 17%

Virginia Early Childhood Foundation 

Richmond, VA

Voices for Virginia’s Children 

Henrico, VA

The priorities of Voices for Virginia’s Children and Virginia Early 

Childhood Foundation (VECF) were to:

Increase access to high-quality preschool for at-risk 3- and 

4-year-olds, delivered in both public and private settings, by 

supporting the governor’s $95 million proposal to improve 

Virginia’s early childhood systems

Increase support and incentives for Virginia’s early 

educator workforce

Establish an equitable, effective, and streamlined early 

childhood system with a single point of accountability

Provide $13 million in state funding and the authority to 

submit a state plan amendment to create a home visiting 

service for high-risk pregnant women and new mothers 

funded by Medicaid

Approve a study to scale up early childhood mental health 

consultation statewide

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

31%274,718
$22,751 

OUR VIRGINIA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Virginia

https://www.vecf.org/
https://vakids.org/
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SB578/HB1012 organized diverse stakeholders to help pass the School Readiness 

Act of 2020 which consolidates and reorganizes Virginia’s early childhood 

governance structure, moving key early childhood programs and funding to 

the Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) and creating a unified quality 

measurement system.

Child care, 

Preschool 

and pre-k

Bill became law

SB393/HB799 (Potable Water Testing) requires licensed child day programs 

and certain other programs that serve preschool-age children to develop and 

implement a plan to test potable water from sources identified by the U.S. EPA 

as high priority. Commissioner of Social Services and the Department of Health’s 

Office of Drinking Water must review findings (NCSL).

Child care, 

Infant and 

child health

HB600 requires that during the hours of operation of a family day home, all firearms 

be stored unloaded in a locked container, compartment, or cabinet and that 

ammunition be stored in a separate locked container, compartment, or 

cabinet (NCSL).

Child care

SB668 requires certain child care providers, and employees or volunteers, to 

submit to background checks that include a criminal history record information 

check and sex offender registry check in any state in which the applicant has 

resided in the preceding five years (NCSL).

HB827 relates to discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related 

medical conditions, including lactation. Requires employers to make reasonable 

accommodation for known limitations of a person related to pregnancy, childbirth, 

or related medical conditions, including lactation, if such accommodation is 

necessary, sets forth prohibited actions by employers, provides for actions against 

employers in violation of the Act (NCSL).

Maternal 

health 

VIRGINIA LANDSCAPE IN 2020 
After the regular session ended with historic investments in early education, the COVID-19 pandemic hit 

and completely disrupted families’ lives. It also caused Governor Ralph Northam to revisit the budget and 

put all new spending on pause. At the start of the August Special Session, Governor Northam released his 

revised budget forecast and updated budget striking much of the new funding that was approved in March.

Despite many across the board cuts, a few initiatives for early education and child care were included in 

the governor’s protected budget. Also, landmark legislation HB1012 and SB578, transforming and unifying 

Virginia’s early childhood system, passed both chambers with bipartisan support. This reorganization of 

early childhood funding and programs promises to increase access and quality for Virginia’s at-risk children 

and families, as well as bring commonsense efficiencies and accountability to these important resources. 

VECF’s role in delivering this significant accomplishment was recognized during the bill signing ceremony 

in July 2020 when Governor Northam presented Kathy Glazer with a pen used to sign the legislation. 
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$3M for early educator incentives for educators participating in quality 

improvement activities connected to Virginia’s PDG.

Preschool 

and pre-k

State 

appropriation

$16.6 million to provide grants for child care partnerships with schools for school 

age children in response to the pandemic. These funds could support 10-15 grants 

to localities or regional collaboratives to support child care needs.

Child care

$3.7 million in TANF to provide the pandemic Electronic Benefit Transfer benefit for 

children enrolled in Head Start programs that did not receive financial assistance 

for summer meals.
Infant and 

child health
Passed a resolution to ask VDOE to present costs and implementation plans for 

a statewide early childhood mental health consultation model available to all 

ECE programs.

Admin change

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key allies in Virginia—Voices for Virginia’s Children, Virginia Early 

Childhood Foundation—have prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Leverage partnerships with the Virginia Chamber of Commerce, as well as economic development,

education, philanthropic, and local government stakeholders to advocate for equitable policies and

increased funding for early childhood via the legislature. (Virginia Early Childhood Foundation)

2. Drive systems reform necessary for recovery and renaissance of Virginia’s child care industry as

recommended by the Back to Work Virginia Task Force. (Virginia Early Childhood Foundation)

3. Engage and elevate the voices of grassroots partners (Smart Beginnings, providers, parents) to

inform state-level policy and budget development. (Virginia Early Childhood Foundation)

4. Support the child care industry and preserve child care access for families in response to the

COVID-19 pandemic. (Voices for Virginia’s Children)

5. Increase economic supports for disadvantaged families at the state and federal level, including

preserving child care assistance, paid leave and cash assistance. (Voices for Virginia’s Children)

6. Advocate for the adoption of statewide early childhood mental health supports. (Voices for

Virginia’s Children)

7. Make early childhood education and parent support a high-profile issue in the 2021 gubernatorial

election. (Voices for Virginia’s Children)
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

113,211 14,858 92,547 5,840 5,955

25% 42% 52% 53% 11%

Children’s Alliance 

Seattle, WA

Children’s Alliance’s priorities were to:

Form a comprehensive statewide early care and education system

Expand and fund community-based pathways to professionalize the 

early childhood workforce

Expand the number of dual language early learning programs

Adjust the co-payment structure for Working Connections Child Care

Expand access to family supports through the Home Visiting 

Services Account

HOUSE (D) GOVERNOR (D)
SENATE (D)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

31%256,291
$24,675 

OUR WASHINGTON ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Washington

WASHINGTON LANDSCAPE IN 2020
The session ended before the lockdown. Allies achieved some successes at the 

legislature, yet Governor Jay Inslee vetoed the bills, and funding for others has 

been held up. Advocacy in Washington helped stave off several other potential 

vetoes. Washington now faces a three-year $9 billion budget deficit and the 

potential for extensive cuts to early learning in upcoming sessions.

https://childrensalliance.org/
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HB2556 creates community-based pathways for professional development for early 
education professionals to meet education requirements. Advocates led effort to 
secure over $4M in professional development support.

Child care 
workforce

Bill became law

HB2711 increases equitable educational outcomes for foster care and homeless 
children, and youth from pre-k to post secondary education, requires a work 
group to be convened to address needs of students in foster care, experiencing 
homelessness, or both, repeals provisions relating to the Student Achievement 
Council (NCSL).

Preschool 
and pre-k, 

K-3

HB2266 requires reasonable accommodation by employers for the expression 
of breast milk without requiring written certification from a health care 
professional (NCSL).

Infant and 
child health

SB6540 revises provisions relating to Working Connections child care payment 
authorizations, establishes and implement policies in the program to promote 
stability and quality of care for children from low-income households (NCSL).

Child care

HB2456 extends the child care assistance grace period for families experiencing 
homelessness from four to 12 months.

Secured $32M in increased child care subsidy rates to meet 65th percentile for 
early learning and school age providers across Washington.

State 
appropriationSecured $7M in capital investments for the Early Learning Facilities Fund and 

specific projects to enable high-quality early learning providers to expand, 
remodel, purchase, or construct early learning facilities and classrooms necessary 
to support state-funded early learning opportunities for low-income children.

Won a $2.2M rate enhancement for the Early Childhood Education and Assistance 
Program (ECEAP, state’s pre-k program) to better meet the needs of families with 
complex needs, including those with individual education plans and/or behavioral 
and social emotional challenges that require extra support.

Preschool 
and pre-k

Budget proviso

The priorities of Early Learning Action Alliance signed into law will help 

communities respond to COVID-19. However, these improvements were sorely 

needed before the crisis, and they are insufficient on their own to provide for 

the needs of children and families.
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  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Washington—Children’s Alliance—

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Continue advocacy to improve the quality of and access to pre-k by 

increasing state investments until the ECEAP program reaches entitlement 

of all eligible 3- and 4-year-olds by the 2022-2023 school year.

2. Increase Working Connections Child Care subsidy rates and increase the 

number of families who can access subsidy.

3. Adopt a comprehensive compensation plan and wage scale for the 

state’s early childhood workforce and advance other policies that support 

the recruitment and retention of a diverse, highly competent, and well-

compensated early learning workforce.

4. Prevent devastating cuts to the early learning system (including home 

visiting) from the fiscal fallout of the coronavirus pandemic, while 

advocating for revenue that can support the rebuilding of a stronger, 

comprehensive, and equitable statewide early care and education system.
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NON-HISPANIC 
WHITE

NON-HISPANIC 
BLACK

HISPANIC/
LATINO

INDIGENOUS/
ALASKA NATIVE ASIAN

69,477 4,230 2,243 - 245

46% 83% 58% - 22%

TEAM for West Virginia Children 

Huntington, WV

TEAM for West Virginia Children, with support from West Virginia Center on 

Budget and Policy and Planned Parenthood, had three priorities:

Enact Paid Family and Medical Leave for all West Virginia workers

Expand funding for early childhood home visitation programs

Expand Medicaid coverage to one year postpartum for women up to 

300 percent of the federal poverty level

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

49%82,616
$4,821 

OUR WEST VIRGINIA ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

West Virginia

WEST VIRGINIA LANDSCAPE IN 2020
West Virginia’s session ended in early March before the pandemic became a 

major issue in the state. TEAM for West Virginia Children and fellow advocates 

built unprecedented bipartisan support for Paid Family Medical Leave (PFML) 

and Medicaid Expansion for up to one year postpartum, but these bills died 

in the House Finance Committee. PFML was enacted at local level for public 

employees in West Virginia’s most populated county. TEAM and collaborating 

partners are celebrating wins for foster care reform and child welfare.
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HB4559 helps prevent child sexual abuse by extending statute of limitations for 

civil actions for victims and holding institutions accountable.

Child 

welfare

Bill became law

HB4378 revokes teacher licensure for educators who abuse students or groom 

students for sexual abuse.

HB4773 addresses Adverse Childhood Experiences and implements trauma-informed 

practices. A workgroup will develop a plan for expanded screening of childhood 

experiences in primary care settings and trauma-informed clinical responses. 

HB4092 provides for comprehensive foster care reform legislation with $17M 

invested to better support children and families in the child welfare system and 

expand investments in child abuse prevention. 

SB749 requires Bureau for Public Health (BPH) to submit maternal mortality data 

to the CDC, permits peer-review report to be made to birth hospital, requires 

Review Panel to annually report on factors impacting maternal and infant mortality, 

and requires BPH to do multiyear analysis to recommend system change to reduce 

maternal and infant deaths.

Infant and 

child health, 

Maternal 

health, 

Racial 

equity

West Virginia state child welfare agency included expansion of home visiting in 

Family First Prevention Services Act Prevention Plan. The agency increased grant 

funds provided to Family Resource Centers during past year, many of which are 

implementing early childhood home visitation programs in their communities. 

Child 

welfare, 

Home 

visiting

Exec order or 

admin change

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in West Virginia—TEAM for West 

Virginia Children—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Enact Paid Family and Medical Leave for all West Virginia workers.

2. Preserve funding for early childhood programs, including childcare and

early childhood home visitation programs, despite projected budget

shortfall for state budget.

3. Expand Medicaid coverage to one year postpartum for women up to 300

percent of the federal poverty level.
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105,901 34,921 38,407 2,361 8,420

25% 73% 52% 66% 39%

Kids Forward 

Madison, WI
Kids Forward’s priorities were to:

Address racial disparities in access to high-quality child care

Review and improve the Quality Rating and Improvement System

Continue to make the economic case for additional funding for child care

34%205,215
$18,387 

OUR WISCONSIN ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Wisconsin

WISCONSIN LANDSCAPE IN 2020
This is an off year for the budget, and session did not impact any of the wins in 

Wisconsin. Kids Forward focused on working with the Department of Children 

and Families and implementation of policies. 

State Progress Issue Type of Win

Percentage increase in FY20 General Funds for pre-k over FY19. There was an 

overall increase in pre-k from state and federal sources combined from FY19 to 

FY20 (Mincic, 2020).

Preschool 

and pre-k
State 

appropriation
101.5 percent increase in General Funds from FY19 to FY20. Total for Family 

Foundations Home Visiting Programming FY20 is $1,985,700 (Mincic, 2020).

Home 

visiting

WECA

Wisconsin Early Childhood Association

Madison, WI

http://
https://wisconsinearlychildhood.org
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Department of Children and Families (DCF) intentionally made equity a priority in 

creating the needs assessment and implementation plan for the PDG.

Preschool 

and pre-k, 

Racial 

equity Admin change

Wisconsin distributed $51.6M in CARES funding in grants directly to child care 

programs throughout the state.
CARES

Wisconsin distributed additional $80M of CARES funding in grants directly to 

child care.
Exec order

DCF/PDG expanded the Shared Services model to additional seven counties         

with funding and support, resulting in gains for child care programs that utilize    

these resources.

Child care

PDG

DCF/PDG expanded the access to infant early childhood mental health consultation. Child care, 

Racial 
DCF/PDG expanded Leading Men Fellows for men of color to work in child care.

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Wisconsin—Kids Forward—has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Establish groups of parent advocates with a multiyear collective leadership plan on improving equity in early learning.

(Kids Forward)

2. Engage a broader community of parents on equitable early learning, document their stories, and disseminate publicly

through multiple communication means. (Kids Forward)

3. Advocate for new standards for a more equitable QRIS (YoungStar) that are based on the voices of parents and updated

research. (Kids Forward)

4. Write and disseminate an updated equity in early care and education (ECE) report that compares data between 2016

and 2019. (Kids Forward)

5. Advocate for the governor’s budget priorities to substantially increase support for ECE, including the child care

workforce and COVID-19 recovery initiatives that are focused on equity. (Kids Forward)

6. Advance policies related to child care funding, subsidy rates, contracts, copay, eligibility, and tax credits that help

every low-income family with an infant and/or toddler attain equitable access to a range of affordable, high quality,

culturally and linguistically responsive child care options that meet their employment and family needs. (Wisconsin Early

Childhood Association)

7. Ensure early childhood educators have the skills, training, and support to deliver high quality care with commensurate

compensation through policies such as scholarships, wage supplements, tax credits, and tiered bonuses and by creating

a bipartisan public-private child care workforce task force. (Wisconsin Early Childhood Association)
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16,883 271 2,624 1,045 -

33% 42% 30% 78% -

Wyoming Kids First 

Casper, WY

Wyoming Kids First’s priorities:

Advance understanding of existing early childhood work and the 

underlying collaboration, investment, and commitment

Promote the thoughtful alignment and connection of early 

childhood services and supports from four state agencies into a 

single, coordinated entity

Harness momentum, collaboration, and investment from private 

funders in Wyoming to amplify early childhood advocacy efforts

HOUSE (R) GOVERNOR (R)
SENATE (R)

FULLY 
ALIGNED

35%22,384
$1,627 

OUR WYOMING ALLIES AND THEIR
TOP POLICY PRIORITIES IN 2020

Wyoming

WYOMING LANDSCAPE IN 2020
Resources are scarce in Wyoming, especially given significant K-12 budget shortfalls projected for 

the next several years. The approach has been to maximize the use and impact of current federal 

and state dollars and to leverage private partnerships for additional investments. The COVID-19 

public health crisis disrupted the original plan for advocacy, and Wyoming Kids First adjusted 

course to advocate for child care programs and early childhood educators across the state.

https://wyokidsfirst.org/
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Led the development of a public-private partnership that invests $700,000/year in 

early childhood educator professional learning opportunities and supports.

Child care 

workforce

State 

appropriation

Due to efforts of Wyoming Kids First, most of the $4.1M of the CARES Act CCDBG 

funds went directly to programs through one-time payments (515 facilities), grants 

(223 facilities), and paying subsidy on enrollment rather than attendance from 

March-June. Some $243,000 of the governor’s Emergency Education Relief Fund 

was reserved to support early childhood transitions (eight grantees). Governor 

Mark Gordon allocated an additional $4.1M of CARES Act dollars to support child 

care and families with young children.  

CARES Admin change

Helped with the approval of a new executive order to reinvigorate the governor’s 

Early Childhood State Advisory Council.

ECE 

unspecified
Exec order

Championed Wyoming’s PDG initial application, which was awarded in December 

2019 and brings $2.1M to the state’s early childhood system and planning efforts.

Preschool 

and pre-k
PDG

  PIVOTING TO 2021
With this landscape in mind, our key ally in Wyoming—Wyoming Kids First—

has prioritized key strategies and objectives for 2021:

1. Elevate child care and early learning as critical infrastructure that

supports families and helps communities thrive.

2. Leverage early childhood coordination and systems alignment to

advance policies that put children and families first.

3. Increase the direct investment of early childhood dollars—federal and

state—into local capacities, programs, children, and families.
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Appendix B. Policy Abbreviations Used in Tables

CCAP: Child Care Assistance Program

CCDBG: Child Care and Development Block Grant

CRF: Coronavirus Relief Fund

ECE: Early Care and Education

FFN: Family, Friend, and Neighbor (a type of child care setting)

FPL: Federal Poverty Level

FY: Fiscal Year

NCSL: National Conference of State Legislatures

PDG B-5: Preschool Development Grant Birth through Five

PFML: Paid Family Medical Leave 

QRIS: Quality Rating and Improvement System

SNAP: Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program

TANF: Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
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A thank-you for 
our investors. 

The responsiveness, flexibility, and effectiveness of the Alliance 
for Early Success is made possible by our investors, who believe 
in policy advocacy as a lever for scale and permanency when it 
comes to supports for young children and their families. 

Our investors know that all the direct services funding in all the nation’s foundations together would 

not be enough to ensure the best outcomes for every child in every state—and that investing in 

policy advocacy is the key to scale and permanency. And because state-level policymakers make 

so many of the decisions about the scale and scope of early childhood support in their states, these 

leading early childhood funders invest in our leadership in state-level policy advocacy. 

Each year, as the Alliance’s allies win millions and millions in new public commitments for early 

childhood in their states, we are proud that more and more national foundations and philanthropists 

commit even more resources to this high-return investment.

Today, our investors include:

https://earlysuccess.org/
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